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ABSTRACT 

RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION OF A MULTI-COMPONENT 

WEIBULL SYSTEM UNDER ZERO-FAILURE ASSUMPTION 

Markus W. Kemmner 

May 9,2012 

This dissertation is focused on finding lower confidence limits for the reliability of 

systems consisting of Wei bull components when the reliability demonstration testing 

(RDT) is conducted with zero failures. The usual methods for the parameter estimation of 

the underlying reliability functions like maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) or mean 

squares estimator (MSE) cannot be applied if the test data contains no failures. For single 

items there exists a methodology to calculate the lower confidence limit (LCL ) of 

reliability for a certain confidence level. But there is no comparable method for systems. 

This dissertation provides a literature review on specific topics within the wide area of 

reliability engineering. Based on this and additional research work, a first theorem for the 

LCL of system reliability of systems with Weibull components is formulated. It can be 

applied if testing is conducted with zero observed failures. This theorem is unique in that 

it allows for different Wei bull shape parameters for components in the system. The model 

can also be applied if each component has been exposed to different test durations. This 

can result from accelerated life testing (AL T) with test procedures that have different 

acceleration factors for the various failure modes or components respectively. A second 

theorem for Ex -lifetime, derived from the first theorem, has been formulated as well. 
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The first theorem on LCL of system reliability is firstly proven for systems with two 

components only. In the following the proof is extended towards the general case of n 

components. There is no limitation on the number of components n. The proof of the 

second theorem on Bx - lifetime is based on the first proof and utilizes the relation 

between Bx and reliability. 

The proven theorem is integrated into a model to analyze the sensitivity of the estimation 

of the Wei bull shape parameter p. This model is also applicable if the Weibull parameter 

is subject to either total uncertainty or of uncertainty within a defined range. 

The proven theorems can be utilized as the core of various models to optimize RDT plans 

in a way that the targets for the validation can be achieved most efficiently. The 

optimization can be conducted with respect to reliability, Bx -lifetime or validation cost. 

The respective optimization models are mixed-integer and highly non-linear and 

therefore very difficult to solve. Within this research work the software package 

LINGO™ was utilized to solve the models. There is a proposal included of how to 

implement the optimization models for RDT testing into the reliability process in order to 

iteratively optimize the RDT program based on failures occurred or changing boundary 

conditions and premises. 

The dissertation closes with the presentation of a methodology for the consideration of 

information about the customer usage for certain segments such as market share, annual 

mileage or component specific stress level for each segment. This methodology can be 

combined with the optimization models for RDT plans. 

Key words: 

System Reliability - Series System - Reliability Demonstration Testing -

Wei bull Distribution - Accelerated Lifetime Testing - Lower Confidence Limit -

Confidence Level - Lower Confidence Bound - Zero Failure - Success Run 
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RS;SM 1 ;LCLA t) b LCL of system reliability of segment l at time t 

RS,AS ;LCL;b(t) b LCL of cumulative system reliability over all segments 

RSM I, RSM It) reliability (at time t) of an item for usage in customer segment l 
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SI share of customer segment l in relation to the total production 

SFi 1 stress factors for component i for usage according to customer 

segment l in comparison to the reference cycle 

T random variable, time after which a failure occurs 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Reliability Demonstration Testing 

Quality and reliability are very important attributes of a product as they are often the key 

purchasing criteria for most customers. Their importance is increasing since the 

respective expectations of the customers are growing as well. 

In addition to creating disappointed customers, a lack of product quality and reliability 

leads to direct warranty cost in case where the failure occurs during the warranty period. 

If the failure is safety related, a product recall might be necessary to avoid litigation due 

to product liability. 

A low level of quality and reliability can also cause other effects and indirect costs, for 

example unsatisfied customers communicating to other potential customers, or negative 

effects on the brand image by reports in the media on quality problems or on product 

recalls. 

Therefore, it is of interest for every company to ensure a high level of quality and 

reliability to safeguard its future marketing position and profitability. Each quality or 

reliability issue of a new product should be discovered and fixed - the sooner the better, 

and the cheaper. 

But one can also test too much. Reliability growth and reliability demonstration testing to 

ensure the high standard of quality and reliability are expensive and increase the time to 

market. A significant share of the total R&D-budget for durable products like 

automobiles goes into reliability growth and reliability demonstration testing. 
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There is a clear motivation to test to the right extent. Too much testing leads to high R&D 

and thus life cycle cost. Too little testing puts a high financial risk on a company. 

Regardless of the absolute level of reliability testing, it is the task of the quality engineer 

to ensure that the time and money spent for reliability growth and demonstration creates 

the best possible effect on reliability and thus generates the highest return on investment. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

If a large sample is tested, inferences on the reliability and lifetime distributions of the 

entire population are possible. But testing a large sample is expensive especially if the 

items are tested until they fail. 

If smaller sample sizes are tested, there is only a limited statistical significance of the 

derived statements on the population's reliability and lifetime distribution. For the 

automotive industry it is typical that only a very limited sample size is put on test for 

reliability demonstration since the prototypes of a new vehicle type are very expensive. 

Due to the limited sample size, no failures at all are accepted during RDT - each failure 

that occurs leads to a corrective countermeasure. So the final design released for 

production has technically had no failures during RDT. Often some components at the 

final design level are only exposed to a small amount of testing time in the case where 

they have experienced a design change late in the validation phase of the development 

process. 

For the special case in which zero failures occur during testing, it is not possible to 

estimate the reliability with generally accepted methods like maximum likelihood 

estimator (MLE) or mean square estimator (MSE). But for single components a lower 

confidence limit (LCL) of reliability can be calculated based on the testing durations the 

system was exposed to. Typically such a LCL of reliability is relatively low. 
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If system reliability of a serial system is then calculated by mUltiplying these already low 

LCL of component reliability, the result will be an unrealistic low value for the LCL of 

the system reliability. 

There is no method to calculate a more realistic LCL of system reliability, especially if 

the individual components are tested with different durations. This can happen for 

example if RDT is conducted as Accelerated Lifetime Testing (ALT) and the acceleration 

factors for each component are different. 

1.3 Research Contribution 

This dissertation will present a methodology for calculating the LCL of the reliability of a 

system in a serial configuration when zero failures have occurred during RDT. The 

premise of this model is that all components of the system are Weibull and that the 

Wei bull parameter f3 of each component is known or can be estimated. It is assumed that 

the components can be exposed to different effective testing durations. Comparable 

methods exist so far only for individual components, not for systems. A theorem will be 

proposed and proved to demonstrate the method. 

A second theorem, derived from the first, to calculate the system LCL of Bx-lifetime of 

the system will be presented as well. 

Based on these theorems and the respective methodology, a model to calculate the 

minimum system reliability for the case that the component Wei bull parameters are 

subject to uncertainty or within a certain range is also included. 
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The methodology can be the core of derived optimization models for optimizing the RDT 

program to achieve a certain level of reliability demonstration at the lowest cost. Such an 

optimization model is included in the dissertation as well. Furthermore a proposal for 

integrating the RDT optimization into the reliability growth process is presented. 

Finally an enhanced methodology to consider different component-specific stress factors 

in the various customer segments is introduced. 

1.4 Scope of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 contains a literature review 

on different aspects of reliability starting with important definitions. The main focus is on 

reliability demonstration testing especially for zero-failure data. Reliability of systems, 

Accelerated Lifetime Testing (ALT) and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) are included as 

well. The literature review deals with classical probability models and does not include 

Bayesian methods. 

In Chapter 3, a framework for estimating reliability of a series system for the case that no 

failures occurred during RDT is presented. The methodology is based on two theorems: 

on b LCL of system reliability as well as on b LCL of system Bx - lifetime. It is 

applicable to systems consisting of Weibull components with different or identical 

Weibull parameters. The necessary assumptions the method is based on, are presented as 

well. An example illustrates the application of the method. 

Chapter 4 gives the mathematical proof of the two theorems. The proposed methods can 

be applied for serial systems with Wei bull components if zero failures occur during RDT. 

The mathematically proven theorems are the core of the versatile framework around 

system reliability estimation, which is presented in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5 presents a model to consider the sensitivity of incorrect estimations of the 

component Wei bull shape parameters that extend the introduced theorems. Applying this 

model is more conservative than the direct application of the theorems of Chapter 3 since 

it leads to lower LCL of system reliability. 

The proven theorems can be integrated into models to optimize RDT programs as 

explained in detail in Chapter 6. The optimization can take place with respect to LCL of 

system reliability as well as with respect to LCL of Ex -lifetime or with respect to 

validation cost. 

Chapter 6.8 shows how the optimization models, which were introduced before, can be 

integrated into the iterative reliability growth process in a way that not only the tested 

system is updated if failures occur but also the ROT program optimization is updated. 

Finally Chapter 9 proposes a methodology for considering information about different 

customer usage. The different customers are grouped into segments. For each of these 

segments there is information about annual mileage and the respective load on the 

different components of the system in comparison to the reference customer usage. This 

methodology can be combined with RDT optimization model as presented in Chapter 6. 

An overview of the different components of the complete RDT framework presented in 

this dissertation is given in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 Framework for system reliability estimation wI zero failures - overview 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Basic definitions and relations that will be important in the further course of the 

dissertation are presented in the literature review as well as the current state of research 

and literature in selected fields of reliability engineering. 

The literature review is structured in the following way: 

• definitions of reliability, reliability distributions 

• reliability of systems 

• reliability demonstration testing and reliability growth 

• estimation of reliability or of parameters of reliability functions 

• accelerated lifetime testing 

• influence of reliability demonstration testing on life cycle cost 

• lower confidence limits of system reliability 

2.1 Definitions 

2.1.1 Reliability and Lifetime Analysis 

Since the latter half of the 20th century there has been a lot of research activity in 

reliability and maintainability engineering. The US military was one of the drivers of 

these activities and introduced important definitions in the Military Handbook (2009). 

This research presented here will utilize these definitions. 
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Reliability is defined as "the probability that an item will perform its intended function 

for a specified time and under stated conditions"!. For a high population or number of 

identical systems considered, reliability at time t is the ratio between the number of 

systems still in operation after that time to the total number of systems n in the beginning 

of the observation. 

The symbol T denotes the lifetime of a specific item or the time of the occurrence of a 

certain failure mode. In this context an item could either be a system or a component. T 

could also denote another type of duration for example a vehicle mileage. The lifetime T 

is a positive and continuous random variable, where T> O. 

2.1.2 Reliability Distributions 

The reliability function or reliability distribution R(t) describes the probability of failure

free operation until operating time t. 

R(t)= Pr{ T> t } (2.1) 

Reliability distributions are only defined for positive values of t (i.e. t > 0). It is assumed 

that at the time t = 0 all systems or components of a certain population are working 

properly without any failure: 

R(O) = 1 (2.2) 

The reliability function is monotonic decreasing (since components can only fail and 

there is no healing or repair of failed components considered). The useful life or 

maximum operating time of the components is limited. Thus at infinite time all units will 

have failed: 

lim R( t) =0 (2.3) 
t-7OO 

1 Military Handbook (2009) p. 3 
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The cumulative failure distribution or the cumulative distribution function (COF) F(t) 

describes the probability of failure after time t. This is the complement of the reliability 

since a failure either has yet occurred or not yet occurred. 

F(t) = Pr{ T -:::. t } = 1 - R(t) for t > 0 

The first derivative of the COF with respect to time t is called probability density 

function (pdf): 

f( t ) = dF( t ) = _ dR( t ) 
dt dt 

for t > 0 

The pdf by definition is non-negative and the area under the pdf curve is equal to 1: 

f(t)?O for t > 0 

f; f( t) dt = 1 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

For any given time t the reliability R(t) is the area under the pdf curve above t (up to 00). 

COF F(t) is the area under the pdf between zero and t respectively. 

R( t ) = f'" f ( t ) dt 

F ( t ) = f ~ f ( t ) dt 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

There are various basic probability distributions used in reliability. The most common 

ones are: 

• Weibull distribution 

• log-normal distribution 

• normal distribution 

• exponential distribution 
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The Weibull distribution is used very often to describe reliability because many different 

failure characteristics of real-world systems and components can be fitted to a Weibull2 

function. The distribution function has the following two parameters: 

• shape parameter fJ 

• scale parameter e 

The distribution is defined by the reliability function 3: 

Reliability function: R( I ) ~ e -( ~ t for I, B, P > 0 (2.10) 

Thus the CDF and pdf of the Wei bull reliability function are: 

CDF: F( I ) ~ 1 - R( I ) ~ 1- e -( ~ t fort: B, p > 0 (2.11) 

pdf: J(I)~ dF(I) ~ _ dR(I) ~ P /3-1 e -(~t fort, B, P > 0 
dt dt (}/3 

(2.12) 

The hazard rate h( t) is the share of systems failing in a certain period of time from the 

number of system being still in service at the beginning of the considered period. For the 

Wei bull distribution, the hazard rate is: 

h(t) = J(t) = J3 t fl
-

1 

for t, e, fJ > 0 
R(t) (}fl 

(2.13) 

For fJ = 1 the hazard rate h( t) is constant over operating time t. This means that the 

system does not experience wear, aging or other forms of degradation over lifetime. All 

of these would lead to an increasing failure rate. So for fJ = 1 the failures occur only 

driven by pure randomness. For this special case with fJ = 1 the Weibull distribution is 

identical to the exponential distribution. 

2 named after E. H. Waloddi Weibull (1887 - 1979), Swedish mathematician and engineer 

3 Pham (2006) p. 6 
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The shape parameter fJ significantly determines the reliability behavior over the item's 

lifetime. 

• For fJ < 1 both hazard rate and pdf are constantly decreasing. 

This means that most failures occur for a new system when it is set into operation 

or shortly after. 

• For fJ > 1 the hazard rate is constantly increasing. This is a typical behavior if a 

system has wear or other forms of degradation. 

Appendix 1 presents diagrams of reliability R(t), CDF F(t), pdf!(t) and hazard rate h(t) 

for Weibull with different parameters fJ and e. Reasons for the wide usage of the Weibull 

distribution are the possibility to find mathematical solutions for the integral of R(t) and 

F(t) as well as the wide flexibility to fit the parameters to existing characteristics of real 

processes and failure data. 

This research work is focused on systems consisting of components whose failure 

characteristics can be modeled with a Weibull distribution. Methods developed using 

Weibull are also applicable to the exponential distribution (with fJ = 1). 

!1x -Lifetime (BJO -Lifetime) 

The lifetime Bx is defined as the time at which not more than X% of all parts of a certain 

population will have failed. Bx is the inverse function of the CDF and is thus closely 

related to the reliability function R(t). 

R(Bx )=(100-X)% i.e. R(BlO )=O.9 (2.14) 

For Weibull with (2.10): 

Bx = B* [-In(JOO% - X %)]11 P I.e. BlO = B* [-lnO.9yl P (2.15) 
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2.2 Reliability of Systems 

Systems generally consist of various components. Components are often arranged in two 

basic configurations, as illustrated in Figure 2.1: 

• Serial configuration 

• Parallel configuration 

Serial Structure with n components 

--i Compo I: Rit) H Compo 2: Rit) ~ ............... --1 Compo n: R,,(t) ~ 

Parallel Structure with n components 

Y Compo n: R,,(t} ~ 

Figure 2.1 Serial and parallel systems with n components 

Serial system structure: 

All components have to work simultaneously to ensure the system functionality. Failure 

of any component leads to failure of the system. This is related to a situation where each 

component fulfills a specific function. Most systems within automotive systems are 

considered to have a serial configuration. The reliability of a system Rs with serial 

structure is always lower than the lowest reliability of an individual component since this 

reliability is equal to the probability of all components working successfully at the same 

time: 
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n n 
RS(t)= n Pr('li > t)= n Rdt) 

i=l i=l 

RS( t )::; Min{Rd t )} 

This relation holds when the failure of individual components are assumed to be 

independent. 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

The reliability of a serial system consisting only of Weibull components with parameters 

Pi and Bi is4
: 

ni t JfJi -I -
=e i= Bi (2.18) 

(2.19) 

This research work will only consider systems in serial configuration. 

Parallel system structure: 

The system reliability can be increased when there is redundancy added and various 

components with the same function are arranged in a parallel configuration. In real 

technical systems redundancy can be found in situations where failures can cause very 

critical damage like in nuclear power plants or aircraft. 

The reliability of the parallel system is equal to 1 minus the probability of all components 

failing at the same time. The reliability of a parallel system is always higher than the 

highest reliability of an individual component. 

4 see Ebeling (2010) p.99 
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----------

For systems with parallel structure n stands for the redundancy grade of the system. 

n n n 
Rs ( t ) = 1 - Il [Pr( Ii :s; t )] = 1 - Il Fi ( t ) = 1 - Il [1 - Ri ( t )] (2.20) 

i=l i=l i=l 

RS( t) ~ Max{RJ t)} (2.21) 

Similar to the case of serial systems, the events of failure of individual components are 

considered to be independent for parallel systems. Other types of system configurations 

that are just named but not presented in detail here are: 

• Mixed systems have both serial and parallel configuration. By introducing partial 

systems with pure serial or parallel configuration the basic formulas can be 

applied. 

• "k-out-of-n" systems have also a parallel configuration. But differently to normal 

parallel systems one working component is not sufficient. The system is only 

working properly if at least k of the n components are in operation. An example is 

a jet that can fly with 2 of the 4 engines still in operation. 

• Bridge systems are systems with components that have more than one input or 

output. Bridge systems can be decomposed to mixed serial/parallel systems. 

2.3 Reliability Growth and Reliability Demonstration Testing 

Reliability growth is defined as the "positive improvement in a reliability parameter over 

a period of time due to implementation of corrective actions to system design, operation 

and maintenance procedures, or the associated manufacturing process"s. 

5 see Military Handbook (2009) p.3 
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In reliability demonstration testing (RDT) an item is exposed to specific tests typically 

representing the lifetime load profile in order to prove that the system fulfills its 

reliability specification. Reliability growth management is the management process 

around planning of the specific tests, the allocation of time and resources to these tests for 

RDT and the tracking of the reliability in relation to the respective targets. 

Typically in the course of a reliability growth program certain system weaknesses and 

failures are discovered. Subsequently all these failures are subject to corrective actions 

that are implemented to the system and lead to a higher reliability afterwards. 

Reliability growth is achieved with an iterative process consisting of the following steps: 

• testing until a certain failure mode occurs 

• root cause analysis and definition of countermeasures 

• re-design and building of improved parts 

• re-testing of the improved parts 

Although each item that is newly developed may experience its own specific problems, 

there are certain models that describe how the exposure to testing time assists in 

increasing the reliability of the tested item. Many growth models like Duane's model or 

the AMSAA growth model have been presented. With a larger extent of testing, these 

models still show an increase in reliability but the respective gradient is decreasing. The 

growth models typically work with idealized curves for reliability over testing time. 

For more details on reliability growth models see Military Handbook (2009) or the 

literature review of Hall (2008). An overview on reliability tracking models can be found 

in Ansell, Walls and Quickley (1999). 
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General statements on reliability demonstration testing (RDT) 

If RDT is oriented to a specified lifetime target and zero failures occur, the demonstrated 

reliability can be derived from the binomial distribution. There is a relation between the 

confidence level C, the required reliability R and the sample size m. If any two of the 

three variables are given then the third one is defined with the following relationship6: 

(2.22) 

This means that the required sample size approaches infinity if a high reliability is to be 

demonstrated with a high confidence level. 

Kleyer and Boyle (2004) bring up the following points as in response to wide spread 

opinions and beliefs around RDT: 

• The accuracy of inferring reliability of a large population later in the field derived 

out of a few weeks RDT can only be limited since important factors like customer 

usage conditions or temperatures are not considered. 

• Even with a high number of data points from testing including failure data and a 

good fit to the intended reliability function type, the accuracy of predictions for 

future reliability is in principle limited since it is only based on historic 

observations and assumptions. 

• The later reliability of a system in the field is expected to be at least as high as R 

from equation (2.22) with the confidence level C. But this does not mean that the 

actual reliability will be as low as R and the associated warranty cost will really 

occur. 

• Reliability and warranty claims are not only determined by design and production 

but also by the actual user conditions especially when there is an interaction 

between the customer and the technical system. These aspects can be hardly 

considered in RDT but typically reduce the confidence level compared to what 

was expected based on the test data. 

6 see Kleyner and Boyle (2004) 
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Consequences of random stress levels 

Both the strength of a system and the stress level during operation are subject to 

variation. High reliability in the field can be achieved if the testing covers the stress level 

of a 95% customer, i.e. only 5% of the customers remain that have duty cycles which 

lead to a higher stress level for the product. 

If ROT under these stress conditions ends with a certain reliability level that is proven, 

the effective reliability later in the field (taking the actual stress distribution at the 

different customers into account) will be significantly higher. 

A methodology to convert the reliability estimated in testing for the 95% customer stress 

level into an expected reliability level in the field is described by Lu and Rudy (2000). 

They consider three cases: "both stress and strength normally distributed", "both stress 

and strength log-normally distributed" and "both stress and strength Weibull distributed". 

Modeling system reliability growth 

An approach to model the reliability growth of systems was presented by Yadav, Singh 

and Goel (2003). This methodology assumes a Weibull distribution for all components 

with a common fJ but individual scale parameters and includes a view of the system from 

three perspectives: components, functions or failure mechanisms. 

The system reliability then can be calculated by multiplying the individual reliabilities of 

the components (or the functions or the failure modes) which in the end leads to a 

reliability value for each component concerning each function and failure mode. If a 

certain failure mode and/or function does not apply to a certain component then the 

respective matrix element for reliability is equal to 1. 
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Introducing a "criticality index" as a weighing factor for all respective reliability matrix 

elements of the different components/functions/failure modes makes it possible to 

estimate the total reliability of the entire system. Yadav et.al. (2003) have proposed that 

the weighing factors could be derived from the risk metric (RPN) of a failure modes and 

effects analysis (FMEA). The additional number of systems to be tested can be calculated 

based on the system reliability target and the estimated system reliability, which in turn is 

based on the testing conducted so far (prior distribution). 

2.4 Type I and Type II Error in Reliability Demonstration Testing 

The theory of hypothesis testing can be applied to RDT. The experimenter makes a 

statement on the real value R of the reliability or on certain reliability parameters of a 

population, called the null hypothesis (Ho), along with an alternative hypothesis (HI) for 

the case that the null hypothesis is not true. The statistical inference for R based on the 

tests is normally related to a reference or target value for reliability Ro. 

In RDT the overachievement of reliability targets is typically not considered to be any 

kind of a problem therefore HI is formulated as single-sided alternative hypothesis in the 

following way: 

Ho: R = Ro 

HI: R < Ro (2.23) 

Using the terminology of hypothesis testing7 the following errors can occur when making 

a decision based on test data or statistics. 

• type I error: Ho is rejected although it is true - producer's risk 

• type II error: fail to reject Ho although it is false - consumer's risk 

7 see Montgomery and Runger (2003) p. 277 et. seq. 
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Ho is not rejected Ho is rejected 

Ho is true (R = Ro) J-a a = p(type I error) 

Ho is false (R < Ro) b = p(type II error) J-b 

Table 2.1 Type I error and Type II error in hypothesis testing 

In RDT a type II error is more critical since the real value of the reliability of the 

population Ro is lower than what is stated by Ho. A type II error is not conservative. 

Very often the probability of the type II error is called consumer's risk since it 

corresponds to the erroneous acceptance of a product (e.g. a lot of certain goods) based 

on a statistical test on a samples. The probability of a type II error will be denoted as b. 

A statistical acceptance test is based on a mutual test agreement between the consumer 

and the producer. So the test must consider a, the producer's risk that a certain population 

is rejected based on a test with a sample although the entire population would meet the 

specified target for reliability Ro. 

Applying the formal procedure of hypothesis testing as proposed by Montgomery and 

Runger (2003) to RDT leads to: 

• a parameter of interest for hypothesis testing: reliability R 

• a statement on null hypothesis 

• a statement on alternative hypothesis 

Ho: R = Ro 

HI: R < Ro 

• a choose of significance levels for a (producer's risk) and b (customer's risk) 

• an agreement on test procedure and test statistics 

• a statement on the rejection region 

• the conducting of the tests and computation of the test statistics 

• the decision on whether Ho should be rejected or not 

8 see Ebeling (2010) p. 344 
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Lower Confidence Level (LCL) of reliability 

Related to the theory of hypothesis testing it is also possible to compute a blower 

confidence limit (LCL) of the reliability (RLCL,b) for certain available test data9
. 

This means that the probability for wrongly failing to reject the null hypothesis is not 

greater than b if the real value of the reliability R is lower than RLCL,b. 

Interpretation of the b LCL of the reliability RLCL,b: 

• Given that the real value of reliability is lower than RLCL,b, then the probability of 

ending up with a test statistic that leads to the (incorrect) decision of not rejecting 

the null hypothesis Ha is less or equal to b. 

• The practical meaning is: When the result of a statistic acceptance test lead to the 

decision not to reject the null hypothesis Ha, one can (1-b) confident that the real 

value of reliability is RLCL.b or greater. 

Binomial case 

If m items are tested, each in an independent Bernoulli trial with the reliability R, then the 

probability for at most x failures can be described with the binomial distribution 10: 

a = Pr{type 1 error} = p{ at most x failures}= f(~J * (J - Rp)i * Rp
m

-
i 

i=O 1 

b = Pr{type 11 error} = 1- p{ at most x failures} = 1- f(~J * (J - Rc)i * Rc
m

-
i (2.24) 

i=O 1 

9 see Montgomery and Runger (2003) p.293 

10 see Montgomery and Runger (2003) p. 273 
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The producer wants to face a risk not higher than a that the test he has agreed on with the 

consumer is not considered fulfilled if the reliability is Rp or higher. The consumer wants 

to face a risk not higher than b that the test he has agreed on with the producer is 

considered fulfilled if the reliability is Rc or lower. There are two variables (x ; m) in the 

two equations of (2.24). This can either be solved by numeric iterations or with the 

following graphical method. 

Larson nomogram 

The Larson nomogram allows one to graphically determine the sample size n and the 

maximum number of failures x for a certain test to make a decision whether a certain 

lot/product should be accepted or not. Such graphical methods were especially helpful in 

the years before computers were as common as they are these days. 

The Larson nomogram is illustrated in the Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Larson nomogram 11 

Example for the application of the Larson nomogram 
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The consumer faces the risk of a type II error. If he wants to be sure with a confidence 

level b=1-PA=O.10 that the real value reliability is at least R=O.75, any sampling plan on 

the solid line or above can be accepted: 

• no failures permitted in a test of 8 items 

• 1 failure permitted in a test of 14 items, and so on 

II source: Bertsche (2008) 
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The producer carries the risk of a type I error. He can be sure with a confidence level 

a=PA =0.90 that the maximum number of failures in the sample is not exceeded if the 

real value for is at least R=0.90 for all potential testing plans on the dotted line or below: 

• up to 1 failure permitted in a test of 5 or less items 

• up to 2 failures permitted in a test of 11 or less items, and so on 

For any sampling plan left of the intersection a mutual agreement on a test plan could be 

found that meet both sides' risk willingness: 

• up to 6 failures in a test of 40 items 

• up to 7 failures in a test of 45 .. 47 parts, and so on 

RDT is generally done from the customer's perspective. This means that after 

successfully conducting the RDT the risk of not exceeding the reliability target should 

not be higher than the confidence level h. But having the reliability above a certain 

required value is not only of interest for the customer but also for the producer since 

normally all failures are also associated with cost for the producer for example for 

warranty. 

2.5 Reliability Function Estimation from Test Data 

There are two common approaches to analyze reliability test data for drawing conclusions 

on the reliability function and its parameters: 

• Estimation of the reliability or the parameters of a reliability function: 

The estimation can either take place with non-parametric methods or as parameter 

estimation for a certain underlying reliability function using methods such as 

MSE or MLE. In both cases, failure data is required. 
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• Determination of Lower Confidence Limits (LCL): 

Instead of estimating the reliability or the parameters, it is also possible to 

calculate a LCL, e.g. the value ofreliability one can be sure with confidence (l-b) 

that it is exceeded given the testing that was conducted. LCL is not an estimation 

of reliability but the limit of a range. The LCL of reliability can be also calculated 

for situations in which the test data contains zero failures. 

Although the focus of the dissertation is on the situation with zero failures both 

approaches will be briefly presented in this literature review: 

2.5.1 Reliability Estimation Based on Test Data Including Failures 

An estimate for the reliability function or its respective parameters can be made based on 

different types of test data: 

• complete data => all items are tested until they fail 

• type I censored data => the test is finished for all items that have not failed so far 

after a fixed test duration 

• type II censored data => the test is finished after a fixed number of failures has 

occurred 

• multiple censored data => the tests for the various items are stopped after 

different durations 

Testing all items until they fail gives the best statistical information, but this takes a lot of 

time and requires a large budget. So typically, reliability inference is based on data with 

at least some items that did not fail, based on censored data. For more information about 

incomplete data and censoring see Bertsche (2008) (p. 215 et. seq.). 

The next paragraphs first cover the non-parametric methods for reliability estimation 

including reliability of systems and then the estimation of reliability function parameters. 
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Non-parametric methods for reliability estimation 

There are many different methods to estimate the reliability of a population based on a 

sample put on test. If there is no prior information on the type of the underlying reliability 

distribution function non-parametric methods are used. Depending on the type of data 

(grouped vs. ungrouped or complete vs. censored data) different methods like Mean Rank 

Estimator, Product Limit Estimator, the Kaplan-Meier Estimator or the Rank Adjustment 

Method have to be applied. Ebeling (2010) (p. 308 et. seq.) can serve as a starting point 

to get deeper coverage of non-parametric methods. 

All these non-parametric methods and estimators require test data that includes failures. 

This is not in alignment with the prime focus of this research work which is the inference 

based on zero-failure data. 

Non-parametric system reliability estimation 

A non-parametric procedure for the assessment of the reliability for systems with an 

unknown component reliability function is proposed by Ramirez-Marquez and Jiang 

(2006). The component test data can be utilized to estimate the component reliability and 

the variance of this reliability estimation. Basic formulas to estimate the system reliability 

and its variance when adding an additional component in an either serial or parallel 

configuration to a subsystem are included. Following this recursive methodology the 

reliability of a complex system built in a serial-parallel-configuration can be estimated as 

well as the variance of the reliability estimation by building up the system component by 

component. Finally they propose to calculate the confidence interval for the real value of 

system reliability based on Z-statistics. 
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Like other non-parametric approaches the described methodology needs a large amount 

of failure data to be effective. This area falls outside of the focus of this research work 

which is on reliability statistics based on zero-failure data and typically with small 

sample sizes. 

Estimation of reliability function parameters based on test data 

Knowing the underlying reliability function of an item allows for the calculation of the 

reliability after a certain operating time t or of the time after which a certain share of the 

population will still be in operation (e.g. BIO for 90% or more still working). For the 

different types of reliability functions the best fit of the parameters for given test and 

failure data can be determined with the following methods l2
: 

• Graphical estimation of the parameters by plotting all data points into a 

probability chart that is adapted to the considered reliability distribution 

(e.g. normal or Weibull). Using the right probability paper leads to a straight line. 

This makes the graphical determination of the right parameters very easy. 

• With normal regression analyses tools the best fitting curve can also be 

determined by regression analyses methodology. This method is called Mean 

Square Estimator (MSE) since the square of the error terms is minimized for the 

best fitting combination of the reliability function parameters. 

• The Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) method finds parameter values that 

maximize the likelihood function of the existing test data with respect to all 

parameters of the underlying distribution. The maximum of the likelihood 

function L can be found by setting all first partial derivatives of L with respect to 

each parameter equal to zero, and then solving for the parameters. 

12 see Ebeling (2010) p. 389 et. seq. 
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The likelihood function L for a reliability distribution with k parameters fh .. fJk and m 

parts on test (complete data) with failure time tj is given for: 

m 
Max L(O] , O2', ... , Ok )= I1 f& j 10] ,02 , ... ,Ok) 

j=] 

(2.25) 

The values of fJi that maximize equation (2.25) are the maximum likelihood estimators 

(MLE). These can be found by solving the following set of simultaneous equations: 

aL =0 fi 12 k or all i = , , .. 
ao· I 

(2.26) 

Solving these equations leads to the estimation for the parameters 0], O2 , ... , Ok' For more 

details on the MLE method see Pham (2006) (p. 18 et.seq.). 

However, none of these methods (graphical, MSE, MLE) can be applied in the case of 

zero-failure test data. 

2.5.2 Determination of LCL of Reliability from Data with No Failure 

If there are no failures at all, it is not possible to reasonably estimate the value for 

reliability parameters or the reliability at a given time. Nelson (1985) explains that the 

MLE for reliability in the zero failure case is 100%, which is not a realistic estimation. 

Therefore he proposes to use lower confidence limit (LCL) of the reliability at a certain 

confidence level b instead. 
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The actual reliability of an item is normally unknown but it is not a random variable. The 

random variable in reliability testing is the number of failures that occur if a sample is 

exposed to a certain test program. Based on the test durations and considering the fact 

that there are no failures, the b LCL of reliability can be calculated. The interpretation of 

b LCL of reliability is, that at this level of reliability (or lower) the probability of having 

zero failures in the testing is less than b. This also means that if the defined test program 

is repeated very often and the actual reliability is lower than the value that was assumed 

for the LCL, then at least (J-b) of the repetitions would have one or more failures. On the 

other hand this means that if no failure occurred one has a really good indication (" J-b 

confident") that the actual value of the (unknown) reliability is higher than the b LCL. 

If the parts are tested exactly for the time to which the statement on reliability is related 

to (i.e. lifetime testing) then the binomial distribution (2.27) can be applied to calculate 

the probability of a type II error (e.g. testing m components with x = 0 failures leads to): 

b = Pr{ type II error }= 1- R m 
(2.27) 

This means that the LCL of the real value of the reliability R having conducted m tests 

with zero failures is: 

(2.28) 

If the parts on test follow a Wei bull distribution with shape parameter fJ and the tests have 

a test time tT different from the reference time to then LR =!.L is the "lifetime ratio" and 
to 

the reliability is 13: 

(2.29) 

13 see Bertsche (2008) 
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A two stage procedure for Weibull components was proposed by Wang and Lu (1992). 

In a first stage a sample size m] for the chosen confidence level b and the required 

reliability Rmin can be calculated. 

(2.30) 

If no failure has occurred after testing m] parts the product is accepted. 

If one failure has occurred a second stage of testing with m2 parts is conducted. Wang and 

Lu propose to accept the lot if no additional failure has happened within the next stage: 

(2.31) 

Lower Confidence Limit (LCU of reliability with few or no failures for Weibull 

Nelson (1985) proposed a method for the Weibull distribution with givenfJ and r failures 

to calculate the b LCL of reliability RLCL•b, the scale factor fhCL,b and the lifetime 

Bx LCL.b. The b LCL of the scale factor is: 

8LCL,b = 2 
Xb;2r+2 

1/ fJ 

(2.32) 

This can be substituted into the Weibull equations (2.11) and (2.16) for reliability Ro and 

lifetime Bx: 

R (t ) - e-( (h~L,b r -e 
LCL,b 0 - - (2.33) 
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[ ]

1/ fJ 
B x,LCL,b = 8LCL,b * -zn( 1 - 1 O~% ) = 

1/ fJ 
-2 * Zn(l--X-)* It I! 

100% j=I
J 

2 
Xconj;2r+2 

(2.34) 

Since the LCL of the reliability for typical values of b=0.05 ... 0.30 is very low Nelson 

(1985) has proposed to substitute in b=0.50 for a more realistic expected value. But there 

is no further statistical argumentation for this approach. 

The methodology by Nelson (1985) described above was further refined in different 

ways: 

• Ke (1999) and Wang (1991) have provided tables for specific combinations of 

reliability and confidence level. 

• The estimation of the Weibull parameter fl based on historic experience can be 

wrong. Huang and Porter (1991), Huang (1997) as well as Lu and Wang (2008) 

claimed that there is a single value flo which leads to a minimum reliability. So the 

methodology can be applied even if fl is unknown. On the other hand a sensitivity 

analyses could be conducted to evaluate the maximum error of wrongly guessing 

fl. The value of the worst case flo can be iteratively determined by the 

Newton-Raphson method. 

• If the testing in the laboratory is much tougher than the usage by the customer 

later in the field, it is sufficient that a lower reliability level is demonstrated 

compared to the reliability expected later in the field. Based on the approach 

above Lu and Rudy (2001) show how to quantify this effect in order to reduce the 

required number of samples on test and/or the test duration. 

• Allmen and Lu (1993) compare two objectives or approaches to RDT. The one 

objective is to detect a certain non-conformity in testing that would occur with a 

specific rate afterwards. The other objective is the demonstration test to verify the 

required reliability at a certain confidence level. 
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Different to that there are also methods presented for one-shot-devices. Bailey (1997) has 

listed six different reliability estimators for one-shot-devices and ordered them according 

to how conservative these estimators are. The reliability of one-shot-devices does not 

follow the Weibull distribution since it is not dependent on lifetime t. Each shot is an 

independent Bernoulli trial. 

The methods presented so far in this section are suitable for situations in which the parts 

are either functioning or are instantaneously failing. The actual degradation of the system 

is not known to the test engineer. But Yang (2009) introduces a method called 

Degradation Bogey Testing where there is a certain metric that describes the status of 

degradation of the system prior to the occurrence of a failure. The system is functioning 

as long as the degradation metric is below a certain threshold. Based on the actual test 

results, meaning the measurement of the degradation metric at the different test times, the 

distribution of degradation at a specific operation time can be estimated. 

Kim and Yum (2009) have introduced a method for unknown Weibull parameters. It is 

applicable for accelerated testing with known acceleration factor and type I censored 

data. A certain lot is accepted if no failure in testing occurs. If there are failures then the 

respective test statistic and the acceptance criteria are iteratively determined. 

If there is certain information available on the reliability of e.g. a previous product then 

the shrinkage estimation methods of Baklizi and Ahmed (2008) and Jiang, Lim, Zuo and 

Guo (2010) consider both the reliability estimation of the current product and the 

reliability of the historic product. The shrinkage estimator is between these two reliability 

values. Whereas the first ones Baklizi and Ahmed (2008) do not explain how set the 

value of the shrinkage factor there is a procedure presented by the latter ones to calculate 

the shrinkage factor with a so called dissimilarity index. 
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2.6 Influence of RDT on Product Life Cycle Cost 

It is intuitive that more reliability growth testing will increase the probability that most 

issues of a new product will be discovered prior to its launch (otherwise the reliability 

growth testing would not be effective). Therefore the associated warranty cost of a 

scenario with intensive testing will be lower compared to a scenario with less testing. A 

model for minimization of the product cost from a buyer's perspective that includes 

design cost, validation cost, manufacturing cost, warranty cost and seller's profit was 

presented by Kleyner, Sandborn and Boyle (2004) and Kleyner and Sandborn (2008): 

Design Cost 

+ Validation Cost 

+ Manufacturing Cost 

+ Warranty Cost 

+ Seller's Profit 

Buyer's cost 
(2.35) 

The part of the total cost that can be controlled by validation is indicated by writing in 

italics in the equation (2.35) above. It is the sum of the validation cost (dependent e.g. of 

the fixed cost per test unit and hourly costs for testing on rigs and/or personnel) and of 

the warranty cost. The latter depends on the warranty period, the repair cost of a failed 

unit and the share of units failed as difference from the reliability to 100%. 

Figure 2.3 shows the theoretical relation between warranty cost and development cost i.e. 

design plus validation cost. The total cost is U-shape and there is a certain reliability level 

or extent of validation testing that leads to the minimum of the total cost. 
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Total cost 

Warranty/Service 
~ 

/ Reliabi lity 

M inim ized LCC 

Figure 2.3 Theoretical product development cost versus reliability curve l4 

Typically the term for warranty is subject to uncertainty. But it is the purpose of RDT and 

reliability growth to reduce the failure rate in the field and to reduce the induced warranty 

cost. In order to optimize the entire cost controllable by validation it is necessary to make 

assumptions on the relationship of the actual reliability to the extent of the accomplished 

test program. 

Optimizing the RDT programs to meet reliability requirements in the most efficient way 

will be addressed in this work. 

14 source: Kleyner and Sandborn (2008) 
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2.7 Accelerated Lifetime Tests (AL T) 

One aspect of this dissertation is the use of Accelerated Lifetime Testing (ALT). This 

section provides a brief description of this topic. 

If the lifetime of a certain product and the expectation of its reliability are very high then 

the RDT will take a lot of time and consume a large budget. But if the testing of the 

product takes place at a higher than nominal load then the test duration can be shortened 

significantly. ALT is the process of testing at a higher than normal stress level to simulate 

the entire product life in a shorter time with increased load. 

To quantify the acceleration factor, a deep understanding of the physics of failure is 

required, especially of how the increased load reduces the lifetime or the wear-out failure 

period. This will vary strongly if the damaging mechanism is amplified by wear, 

temperature, pressure or mechanical stress. The Arrhenius model is a very frequently 

used model in the case where the influence of temperature is to be considered. As an 

alternative it is also possible to do lifetime tests at different stress levels and to determine 

the acceleration factor by regression analyses. 

If the acceleration factor is overestimated the inference of RDT on product reliability will 

be too optimistic. 
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Figure 2.4 ALT - failure distribution (paperclip bending test with diff. angles)15 

ALT with Weibull components at different load levels result in failure distributions on 

parallel lines in the Weibull diagram (see Figure 2.4). If the lines are not parallel it means 

that the failure mechanisms at the different load levels are not identical and the system is 

not tested with an adequate acceleration. 

In the example above paperclips were bent with different bending angles. The straight 

regression lines in the Wei bull chart are parallel; this means that the Weibull parameter fJ 
is identical for each bending angle and it is possible to calculate an acceleration factor AF 

between two different bending angles. If 45° is reflecting the nominal load case than an 

acceleration by more than AF = 10 can be achieved by bending up to 180°. 

15 source: Bertsche (2008) 
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If systems with various components are tested, it is very often not possible to accelerate 

the testing for all components with the same acceleration factor AF. Some components 

can be ALT-tested by increasing the mechanical load or the vibration level. Other 

components suffer more from higher ambient temperature or exposure to a corrosive 

atmosphere. At the end of RDT the outcome may be a test protocol documenting that the 

various components were exposed to different effective test durations. 

The literature on ALT models is extensive. This dissertation is not presenting a new ALT 

model but will consider the impact of AL T coinciding with the different effective testing 

durations for each component due to the different acceleration factors per test. For more 

on ALT, see Elsayed (2003). 

2.8 Confidence Limits on System Reliability 

An overview of methods to calculate the lower confidence limit of reliability of a system 

based on component reliability data existing at that time was given by O'Neill (1972). He 

has listed a total of 14 methods. None of them is specifically dedicated to Wei bull 

components. Some of them just multiply the component LCL of reliability which leads to 

a very conservative and pessimistic LCL of system reliability. 

Tian (2002) reviewed the existing literature on LCL of system reliability by considering 

more than 30 references. There are methods mentioned for the estimation of LCL as well 

as for its exact calculation. Most of the methods require data with observed failures. Tian 

(2002) states that there is no analytical method applicable for the LCL calculation of 

systems with Weibull components and suggests therefore the utilization of Monte Carlo 

Simulation (MCS). 
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A method to calculate the LCL of reliability of a system with Weibull components was 

presented by Klyatis, Teskin and Fulton (2000). This method is not applicable for zero 

failure but works with complete and censored data. It is intended for situations in which 

the different components of the system were tested individually with different sample 

sizes and test durations. Based on the rate of censoring different factors have to be 

determined table-based. They are used to calculate a LCL of the reliability of the 

components and finally the system. 

2.9 Critique 

There is a large amount of literature for certain aspects of reliability engineering like 

reliability growth models or ALT. Many of the methods for the estimation of the 

reliability are only suitable when extensive test and failure data is available. Although the 

testing effort and the respective budgets in many industries (like the automotive industry) 

are comparatively large, the actual sample sizes and achieved mileages prior to product 

launch are often too low for these methods. Therefore instead of estimating the reliability, 

a LCL of reliability has to be calculated. 

There is no adequate method known that allows for the determination of the LCL of the 

system reliability if the system consists of Wei bull components and the reliability 

demonstration testing has experienced no failures. 

Such a method could be integrated into a framework for optimizing an actual RDT 

program to meet certain target values for LCL of reliability or Ex-lifetime in the most 

efficient way. 
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3 FRAMEWORK FOR SYSTEM RELIABILITY ESTIMATION 

WITH ZERO-FAILURE DATA 

At the beginning of this chapter, important definitions to be used in the proposed 

framework are introduced. Next the underlying premises and assumptions are clarified. 

Then theorems of the LCL of system reliability and the system Bx-lifetime are presented. 

Finally the methodology is illustrated with an example at the end of the chapter. 

3.1 Definitions 

The proposed methodology is only applicable when reliability testing is conducted with 

zero failures. 

Let i denote a component ( i = 1 .. n) andj a test (j=1 .. m). The respective test time of 

testj is f). The acceleration factor AFi) for component i in testj is related to the nominal 

load under normal operating conditions. The Boolean variable Oil (Oi) = [0, 1]) indicates 

the relevance of the outcome of testj for component i; oil = 1 means that testj was 

successful for component i and the respective test time can be used in the computation of 

the reliability level whereas oil = 0 means that this test result does not impact 

component i. 

If single components, instead of entire systems, were tested, then fi is the test duration for 

component i and mj is the number of components on test. This assumes that there exists 

only one type of test per component. 
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Probability of zero failures in multiple test runs 

The reliability of a Weibull item is defined according to equation (2.10). If a sample of m 

items is tested in independent trials with duration tj (j = 1, 2, ... m) the probability of 

zeros failures in all m tests is the product of the reliability at the individual test durations: 

(tJ)/3 _(f;)/3 = nm e-(~)/3 
Pr( 0 failures) = e B * ... * e e (3.1) 

)=1 

Weibull equivalent single test duration 

As a shortcut, the Weibull equivalent single test duration TW for an item with Weibull 

parameter /3 and m tests is introduced: 

TW=~~(tf) (3.2) 

The Weibull equivalent single test duration, TW, represents the accumulation of all test 

durations for a given item. The reliability at TW is equivalent to the probability of having 

zero failures in all m tests. 

The dimension of TW is identical to the dimensions of the test durations fj. It can either 

be based on time (hours) or on usage, such as mileage. It is obvious that for a certain set 

of test durations fj the value of TW depends on the Weibull parameter /3. For the 

exponential case (/3=1) TW is just the sum of all test durations. 

With the definition of (3.2), the equation (3.1) for the probability of zero failures in m 

tests can be simplified to: 
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TWfJ 

Pr( 0 failures) = e - ()1J (3.3) 

If a system is considered instead of a single item, and taking the definitions of 

acceleration factor AFij and the variable oij into account, the Weibull single test duration 

for component i (i=l .. n) is defined as follows: 

m 
TW· = /3. ~ ( 0" * AF. .. * t . \Bi 1 I ~ lJ lJ J!' (3.4) 

j=l 

In equation (3.4) the actual duration of the tests are identical for all components. But 

since the acceleration factors AFij can be different per test and per component, the 

contribution of each test to reliability demonstration of the components can also be 

different. 

If each component i of the system is tested with an individual test procedure with 

duration ti and a sample size of mi components, the Weibull equivalent single test 

duration TWi for this component i is: 

(3.5) 

The introduction of Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi is a shortcut to keep 

subsequent equations shorter. For the frequent case of fJ > 1 the longer test durations are 

weighted more in the calculation of TWi compared to the simple addition of the test 

durations. 

For the Weibull factor fJ = 1 (i.e. exponential distribution) TWi is identical to the sum of 

test durations. If there are components with different fJi then the Weibull equivalent single 

test durations TWi will be different for each component even when all test durations are 

the same. Table 3.1 gives a numerical example to illustrate the usage of TWi for a 

specific component with the Weibull shape parameter fJi =1.5: 
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t· tPi l l 

1000 31622.8 

1500 58094.8 

1250 44194.2 

800 22627.4 

2000 89442.7 

I 6550 245981.8 

Iti = TWi = 
6550 3925.9 

Table 3.1 Example to illustrate TTi and TWi for Pi =1.5 

The Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi is the equivalent test duration of a single 

test that leads to the same probability of zero failures (i.e. reliability) as the time to run all 

m tests together (on component i). 

Simplifications of the LCL of single item reliability for the case of zero failures 

For the zero-failure case (r = 0), equations (2.32) to (2.34) for the LCL of shape 

parameter, LCL of reliability and LCL of Bx - lifetime can be further simplified by using 

equation (App. 2.4) from Appendix 2 with XE,'2 = 2ln(1/b): 

1/ fJ m 

Itf 
BLCL,b = 

j=l 

In{1/b) (3.6) 
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RLCL,b (to) =e 

tt *In{Ijb) 

I. tl! 
. 1 J J= =e 

tt *In(b) 

I tl! 
. 1 J J= 

Ij f3 

In(l- _X_) * I tf! 
100% '-1 ] B - _ J-

x,LCL,b - In (J/b) 

(3.7) 

In(l--X -)* Itf! 
100% )=1 ] 

Ij f3 

In(b) (3.8) 

Substituting the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi from (3.4) or (3.5) into 

equation (3.7) leads to the LCL of reliability of component i, Rc i;LCL;b;i. Applying basic 

rules for exponentiation16 allows to further simplify: 

(3.9) 

A mathematical proof of equation (3.9) for single items can be found in Appendix 4. 

RC i;LCL,b (to) = b 

~ (o .. *AF.*t. \/3i 
L... IJ IJ J! 
j=l 

16b' I ,. .. In(b) b a(b*c) (b)C aSlc ru es lor exponentiation: e = and = a 
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The respective LCL of Bx -lifetime Bx;c i;LCL;b of the component i is: 

BX;Ci;LCL;b = 

In(l _ __ x ) * TW'pi 
100% 1 

In(b) (3.11) 

BX;C i;LCL;b = 

In(l - ~ x ) * I (0 .. * AF· * t . )fJi 
100% j=i lJ lJ ] 

In(b) (3.12) 

BX;Ci;LCL;b = 
In(l- x )*tfli *m. 

100% 1 1 

In(b) (3.13) 

3.2 Assumptions and Premises 

The proposed methodology is based on the following underlying assumptions: 

1. Zero failures have occurred during testing: 

This means that either no issues have arisen or that all failures are resolved 

through design or process changes. 

2. All components follow a Weibull distribution with known shape parameter Pi: 
Pi is known from analysis of historical systems or can be estimated by experts. 

The components are arranged in a serial configuration. The failure behavior of all 

components is assumed to be mutually independent. 
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3. Countermeasures for issues do not affect other components: 

If an issue arises there will be a countermeasure introduced that only focuses on 

the failing component. We assume that the design changes do not have an 

influence on any other component. 

4. The acceleration factors AFij for the different tests and components are known. 

5. If a sub-system of the system is a copy from another (already tested) system then 

the respective test durations (TWi) for this respective sub-system can be converted 

to the considered system. 

6. Failures with a prototype specific root cause will be ignored: 

- Countermeasures will be focused on prototype specific processes only and do 

not lead to a design change. 

- The test time considered for this specific test and the component affected by the 

prototype specific failure will be zero (i.e. Oij = 0). 

- The test time for components not affected by the failure can be calculated 

by considering the respective acceleration factors as if there has not been a 

failure. 

7. If the design of a component has to be modified for implementing a 

countermeasure then the testing times of the respective component for tests 

conducted before implementation of the modification will be ignored. 

8. The design level of the system that will be finally released had no failures during 

RDT since all issues occurred were fixed with countermeasures. 
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Premise 7 is conservative since modifications or countermeasures normally do not result 

in a total change of concept for a component, but rather are a kind of evolutionary 

improvement steps. Therefore, a certain part of the validation could also be applied to the 

modified system, i.e. the effective validation time after implementing the countermeasure 

could be higher than zero. 

On the other hand premise 8 is optimistic since this assumption means that all issues that 

occur will be fixed effectively. In reality not all implemented countermeasures will fix 

the issues on the first try. 

Taking the previously mentioned premise 7 into account, the combined risk of premise 7 

and 8 seems to be adequate. If there is a big concern that the countermeasure will not be 

effective there should be some pretesting prior to the restart of RDT with the modified 

component. 

3.3 First Theorem - LCL of Reliability of a System with 

Zero-Failure Data 

This section presents a theorem for the lower confidence limit of system reliability. This 

theorem is the basis for the framework for determination of the system reliability and for 

subsequent models for sensitivity analyses and optimization. An example will follow in 

the next section. 

A Weibull component i with shape parameter Pi that is exposed to the Weibull equivalent 

single test duration TWi (as defined in equations (3.4) or (3.5)) with zero failures 

occurring has the following b LCL of component reliability Rc i;LCL;b at duration to 

according to (3.8): 
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o 

RC i; LCL;b (to) (3.14) 

Theorem: 

A system consisting of n Wei bull components with shape parameter Pi that is exposed to 

the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi (as defined in equations (3.3) or (3.4)) 

with zero failures occurring has the following b LCL of system reliability RS;LCL;b at 

duration to: 

RS;LCL;b (to) = Min RC i;LCL;b (to) = Min (3.15) 

The equation above means that the LCL of system reliability is identical to the lowest 

LCL of component reliability calculated according to equation (3.14). 

Depending on the different parameters Pi the specific component being the limiting one 

for the calculation of RS,LCL;b can change at different points in time t. The confidence 

level b is equal to the probability of a type II error. This failure type occurs if the real 

value for system reliability is lower than what was calculated as LCL of the system 

reliability. Given the situation that the real value for reliability is lower than RS;LCL;b then 

the probability of finishing RDT without any failures must be less or equal than b. This 

means that one can be sure with probability (l-b) that the real value for system reliability 

is higher than RS;LCL;b. 

Based on pre-investigations there is an indication that the theorem (3.15) leads to a 

conservative value for the LCL of system reliability RS;LCL;b. 
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In the course of the dissertation (see Chapter 4) a mathematical proof will be presented 

that the theorem in equation (3.13) for the LCL of the system reliability RS;LCL;b is 

conservati ve. 

For further explanation, the special case with n=2 identical components can be found in 

Appendix 2. 

3.4 Second Theorem - LCL of B x - lifetime of a System with 

Zero-Failure Data 

This section proposes a theorem for the lower confidence limit of the Bx - lifetime. An 

example will follow in the next section. 

A Weibull component i with shape parameter Pi that is exposed to the Weibull equivalent 

single test duration TWi (as defined in equations (3.4) or (3.5)) with zero failures 

occurring has the following b LCL of component Bx - lifetime Bx;c i;LCL;b according to 

(3.11): 

BX 'C i'LCL'b , , , 

In(1 _ X ) * TW.f3i 
100% I 

In(b) (3.16) 

Theorem: 

A system consisting of n Weibull components with shape parameter Pi that is exposed to 

the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi (as defined in equations (3.4) or (3.5)) 

with zero failures occurring has the following b LCL of Bx -lifetime of the system 

BX;S;LCL;b: 
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Bx ;S;LCL;b = Min [Bx;c i;LCL;b] 

1 

BX ;S;LCL;b = Min 

In(1 _ X ) * TW.fJi 
100% 1 

In(b) 

(3.17) 

Equation (3.17) means that the LCL of Bx -lifetime is identical to the lowest LCL of 

component Bx -lifetime calculated according to equation (3.14). 

Depending on the different parameters Pi the specific component being the limiting one 

for the calculation of BX;S;LCL;b can change for a different share X of permitted systems 

that have failed. 

LCL of Bx -lifetime means: 

Given the situation that the real value for system Bx -lifetime is lower than BX;S;LCL;b, 

then the probability of finishing RDT without any failures is lower than b (see 

Chapter 2.4). This means that one can be sure with probability (l-b) that the real value for 

system Bx -lifetime is not lower than BX;S;LCL;b. 

The proof of the theorem of the system Bx -lifetime in equation (3.17) will take place, 

together with the proof of the theorem of the system reliability RS;LCL;b according to 

equation (3.15), in Chapter 4. Before presenting those proofs, it is helpful to illustrate the 

theorems with a numerical example. 
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3.5 Example & Background 

The following example is provided to illustrate the application of the theorems. It 

considers the validation of exhaust aftertreatment systems for trucks. The main purpose 

of these systems is the reduction of exhaust emission from truck diesel engines. 

Soot particles are a major type of pollutant that must be removed by the exhaust 

aftertreatment system. They are collected in the particulate filter and burned there. 

Another important type of pollutants is nitrogen oxide NOx that is reduced to pure 

nitrogen and water on a SCR-cat. (selective catalyst reduction) by consuming aqueous 

urea solution. Both pollutants are limited by emission legislation. 

The test engineer designs the validation program that must cover all components within 

the system. The tests take place on test benches and in durability test vehicles. The test 

engineer must have information on how to transform the test bench time into the 

equivalent vehicle mileage and on how to determine the specific acceleration or load 

factors for each component in each test cycle. The Weibull factor Pi for each component 

is known from past data. Normally there is no single test procedure that allows for the 

same high acceleration factor on all components. 

There are tests that basically help to validate the entire system whereas others are mainly 

focused on specific components. 
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.~ ~. " ~ f §o (j ;;. ;;. ~ ~I/; Q! ~ ..... " ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
/1 = 1.5 /1=2 /1 = 1.8 /1 = 1.3 /1 = 1 

component specijIC acceleration Jactors 

A hydropuls test hours 5 750 1 0 0 0 0 
B corrosion test hours 1 750 0 1 0 0 0 
C express-run kmiles 1 200 1 1 1.5 1.5 1 
D city cycle kmiles 1 100 1 3 3 3 2 
E rough road test kmiles 1 7 100 3 3 3 3 
F customer testin/( kmiles 1 200 1 1 1 1 1 
G alternating load hours 0.15 300 0 0 2 2 2 
H spray test hours 1.25 750 1 0.3 1 1 / 

/ WHTCcvcle hours 0./5 300 0 0.5 1.5 1.5 1 

Table 3.2 Test Procedure Database 

The documentation of the validation after conducting the RDT includes information on 

the test procedure and duration/mileage, as well as on the results. If a specific component 

fails, the test duration will not be taken into account completely when it comes to 

calculation of the demonstrated level of reliability. If there is change to a component (as a 

countermeasure to an observed issue) then all tests durations with the old design level for 

this component cannot be counted. 

On any failure that occurs during testing, a decision has to be made on how much and 

which test times have to be ignored, which depends on the root cause and the kind of 

countermeasure. 

The RDT documentation in the Table 3.3 belongs to the example from the context above 

and shows the available information after finishing the test program including durations 

and results. In this table, all test durations are transferred into the unit kmiles (1000 miles) 

based on actual duration and acceleration factor. 
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If there was an incident or damage in the test it is indicated in the comment column and 

by a bracket [ ]. When the countermeasure has required a design change on a certain 

component then the respective test times prior to that change must not be considered and 

are put into brackets [ ] as well. 

The bottom line shows the total effective mileage/duration that each component was 

exposed to during the entire validation program ignoring the durations that are written in 

brackets. 

~ .. ~ '" ~ ... e.o .~ :: oS .0: :: ~ boo.:: 
~~ 

:: 
:: Sl .5 S .5 ;s :: 

~ ::: '" '" .',:: ::I~ '" ... '1: ~ .. .. 
~ e :: ... '" '" ~ :: Q .. .. '" ~ Q Q g,~ I::) ~ ~ ~ ... :: .::: :: .::: '" .. 

fJ = 1.5 fJ=2 fJ = 1.8 fJ=l.3 fJ=l 

effective mileage (per component) comment/ test result 

I A hydropuls test kmiles [750J 0 0 0 0 OK 
2 H spray test /aniles [750J 2250 [750J 750 750 crack; redesign of housing required 

3 A hydropuls test /aniles 750 0 0 0 0 OK 
4 A hydropuls test kmiles 750 0 0 0 0 OK 
5 H spray test kmiles 750 225 [750J 750 750 OK 
6 F customer testing !aniles 200 200 [200J 200 200 filter cracked, redesign 

7 G alternatin/? load !aniles 0 0 600 [600J 600 DeNOx syst. failed due to prototyp built 

8 H spray test !aniles 750 225 750 750 750 OK 
9 1 WHTC cycle !aniles 0 150 [450J 450 300 filter damaged, human error operator 

10 B corrosion test !aniles 0 750 0 0 0 OK 
II D city cycle !aniles 100 300 300 300 200 OK 
12 E rou/?h road test /aniles [700J 21 21 21 21 housinK cracked due to bad proto weld 

13 D city cycle !aniles 100 300 300 300 200 OK 
14 C express-run /aniles 200 200 300 300 200 OK 
15 I WHTC cycle !aniles 0 150 450 450 300 OK 
16 C express-run /aniles 200 200 300 300 200 OK 
17 F customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 OK 
18 F customer testing !aniles 200 200 200 200 200 OK 
19 F customer testin/? /aniles 200 200 200 200 200 OK 

IT i !aniles 4400 5571 3621 5171 5071 remark; only tests wlo issues are counted 

Table 3.3 RDT documentation 

Based on this information one has to make a statement on the demonstrated level of 

reliability. 
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In Table 3.4, all durations in brackets [] were set to O. Next, TWi is calculated for each 

component. This is substituted into equation (3.9) to calculate the LCL of component 

reliability. In this example a confidence level of b=100/0 is applied. 

t 
~ ~ '" -e .:: =:: oS .:: 

li: ~ 0.() =:: 0.() .:: 

~ 
=:: 

::! S . ~ ~ .5 ...., .~ ... ~ ~ =:: ~ '" i: ..... ..... ..... ... .~ ::! ... ::! ... t: ~ ..... ... 
'" ~ '" e =:: c ~ c c ~;;; 

~ '" ~ 
~ ..... ~ s::.. ::! -=:: li: -=:: ... ~ ~ ~ 

fJ = 1.5 fJ = 2 fJ = 1.8 fJ = 1.3 fJ=l 

effective mileage (per component) 

1 A hydropuls test kmiles 0 0 0 0 0 
2 H spray test kmiles 0 2250 0 750 750 

3 A hydropuls test kmiles 750 0 0 0 0 
4 A hydropuls test kmiles 750 0 0 0 0 
5 H spray test kmiles 750 225 0 750 750 
6 F customer testing kmiles 200 200 0 200 200 

7 G alternating load kiniles 0 0 600 0 600 
8 H spray test kmiles 750 225 750 750 750 
9 1 WHTC cycle kmiles 0 150 0 450 300 

10 B corrosion test kmiles 0 750 0 0 0 
11 D city cycle kmiles 100 300 300 300 200 
12 E rough road test kmiles 0 21 21 21 21 

13 D city cycle kmiles 100 300 300 300 200 
14 C express-run kmiles 200 200 300 300 200 

15 I WHTC cycle kmiles 0 150 450 450 300 
16 C express-run kmiles 200 200 300 300 200 
17 F customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 
18 F customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 

19 F customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 

TW i kmiles 2171 2488 1410 2965 5071 
Confidence Level b=0.1 
R LCL C(tO=O) % 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
R LCL C(tO=50) % 99.20% 99.91% 99.44% 98.87% 97.76% 
R LCL C(tO=100) % 97.75% 99.63% 98.05% 97.23% 95.56% 
R_LCL_C(tO=150) % 95.90% 99.17% 96.00% 95.35% 93.42% 

R LCL C(tO=200) % 93.76% 98.52% 93.38% 93.32% 91.32% 
R_LCL_C(tO=250) % 91.39% 97.70% 90.28% 91.17% 89.27% 
R LCL C(tO=300) % 88.84% 96.71% 86.76% 88.94% 87.26% 
R_LCL_C(tO=350) % 86.15% 95.55% 82.91% 86.66% 85.31% 

R LCL C(tO=400) % 83.35% 94.22% 78.79% 84.34% 83.39% 

Table 3.4 Calculation of LCL of system reliability RLCL.b,i 
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For example at duration to = 350 kmiles the LCL of the reliability of component 1 to 5 is: 

86.15%; 95.55%; 82.91%; 86.66%; 85.31% 

Multiplying these LCL of reliability would lead to a very low system reliability of only 

50.45% : 

Rmu!t;LCL;lO% (to = 350) = 0.8615 * 0.9555 * 0.8291 * 0.8666 * 0.8531 = 0.5045 (3.16) 

According to the theorem (3.13) the LCL of system reliability is equal to the lowest of 

the system reliabilities. This leads to a much higher value of 82.91%: 

Rs,LCL,b(tO = 350) = Min( 0.8615 ;0.9555 ;0.8291 ;0.8666 ;0.8531 ) = 0.8291 (3.17) 

It is obvious that the limiting component for LCL of system reliability can change 

depending on the considered time to. In this example up to to = 250 component 5 is 

limiting. From to = 300 and above component 3 determines the LCL of system reliability. 

The resulting function for LCL of system reliability in respect to point t is typically not a 

continuous function. So the LCL of system reliability does not follow the Wei bull law 

although the individual components do. 
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The following chart illustrates the LCL of system and component reliability depending on 

the duration to: 
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Figure 3.1 LCL of system and component reliability 

Table 3.5 shows the LCL of system Bx -lifetime for different values of X, the maximum 

share of failed systems permitted, calculated according to equation (3.17). Similar to the 

calculation of the LCL of system reliability the limiting component can change 

depending on the value for X. In this example, component 5 is limiting up to X = 10%. 

For X = 20% and above, component 3 determines the LCL of system Bx -lifetime. 
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p = 1.5 P=2 P = 1.8 P = 1.3 P=l 
TW i kmiles 2171 2488 1410 2965 5071 

B1 -lifetime 1% kmiles 58.0 164.4 68.9 45.4 22.1 22.1 
B2 - Lifetime 2% kmiles 92.3 233.1 101.5 77.6 44.5 44.5 
B5 - Lifetime 5% kmiles 171.8 371.4 170.4 158.9 113.0 113.0 
B10 - Lifetime 10% kmiles 27Z7 532.3 254.2 276.5 232.0 232.0 

B20 - Lifetime 20% kmiles 458.0 774.6 385.6 492.4 491.4 385.6 
B30 - Lifetime 30% kmiles 626.1 979.3 500.4 706.4 785.5 500.4 
B50 - Lifetime 50% kmiles 975.0 1365.2 723.8 1177.6 1526.5 723.8 

Table 3.5 Calculation of b= 1 0% LCL of system B x - lifetime 

3.6 Advantages of the Proposed Method to Calculate LCL of System 

Reliability 

If the validation of the theorems according to equations (3.15) and (3.17) is successful, 

then the following improvements for reliability considerations of systems after RDT with 

zero failures will be achieved: 

• Making statements for LCL reliability for a system for different Weibull factors Pi 
and component specific testing durations will be possible. 

• Making statements for LCL Bx -lifetime for a system for different Weibull 

factors Pi and component specific testing durations will be possible. 

• LCL of system reliability RS,LCL,b will be much higher than multiplying the LCL of 

each component according to the single component approach according to 

equation (3.6). 

• The LCL of reliability and Bx -lifetime can be integrated into a framework for 

further optimization of the test programs for RDT. 
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4 PROOFOFTHETHEOREMS 

4.1 Proof of the First Theorem (System Reliability) for n=2 

The first theorem according to equation (3.15) defines the b LCL of system reliability 

RS;LCL;b at time to of a system consisting of n Weibull components (with shape 

parameter Pi). In this section we first consider a system with only two components (n=2). 

The components of the system are exposed to the Wei bull equivalent single test duration 

TWi with zero failures occurring during RDT as defined in Chapter 3.2. According to the 

theorem of equation (3.15) the LCL of system reliability is then: 

RS ;LCL;b (to) = Min = Min (4.1) 

Figure 4.1 indicates the probability of zero failures in RDT depending on the actual 

system reliability. The higher the system reliability is, the higher is also the probability of 

zero failures during a certain RDT program. 

According to Chapter 2.4, the type II error is related to a test of the following hypothesis 

on the real value for reliability Ra.s of the system: 

• null hypothesis 

• alternative hypothesis 

Ho: Ra.s(to)= RS.LCL;b(tO) 

HI: Ra.s(to)< RS.LCL;b(tO) 

The null hypothesis will not be rejected if zero failures occur in RDT. This is a false 

decision when the real value Ra.s is lower than RS.LCL;b(tO). This is a type II error and 

should have a probability less or equal than the confidence level b. 
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On the other hand, the null hypothesis Ho will be rejected if one or more failures occur in 

RDT. This is erroneous decision if the actual reliability of the system Ra;s is equal or 

higher than what is stated in Ho. This is called a type I error. 

The LCL on system reliability is related to a type II error. In equation (3.15), or (4.1) 

respectively, the variable b denotes the risk of a type II error. 
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Figure 4.1 Probability of zero failure in RDT at different system reliability levels 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the meaning of LCL: the probability of zero failures is less or equal 

to b for the case that the actual system reliability is RS;LCL;b. 
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Figure 4.2 illustration of the theorem for LCL of system reliability 

Let Ra;i denote the actual reliability of the component i and 8a;i the respective Weibull 

scale parameter. Each component follows the Weibull distribution according to equation 

(2.11). So the actual reliability of component i at duration to is given as: 

(4.2) 

The actual reliability Ra;s for the serial system with two components at duration to is then: 

(4.3) 
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The probability of zero failures occurring on component i during the entire RDT program 

withj = 1 .. m tests is: 

( 
t· . Jf3i 

Pre 0 failures; camp i) = fi e - ~;; 
j=l 

m ( t- . Jf3i - L: -'-L 
e j=i (Ja,i 

(4.4) 

The probability of zero failures occurring on the two components of the system is then: 

(
t"Jf3i 

Pr( 0 failures, Sys ) = IT fi e - ; :, 

i=lj=l 

Pr( 0 failures, Sys ) = 

mi t· . Jf3i 
2 -L: ~ 

= I1 e j= (Ja,i 

i=l 

To prove the theorem (4.1), that the following statement has to be verfied: 

(4.5) 

The probability of zero failures occurring in RDT is less or equal than b for the case 

that the actual value of the system reliability Ra;s(lo) is less or equal to RS;LCL;b(lo). 

Since the probability of zero failures in RDT increases with the actual system reliability, 

it is sufficient to verify this for the case of Ra;s(to) being equal to RS;LCL;b(tO). 

For the first part the probability of zero failures occurring is less or equal than b is 

defined by the following equation: 

2 -(r:Jf3j -[(~ r +(:': t] ! 
Pr( 0 failures, Sys ) = I1 e a,1 = e ~ b (4.6) 

i=l 
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The second part of statement above sets the actual system reliability Ra;s(to) equal to 

RS;LCL;b( to).: 

RS ;LCL;b (to) 

According to the theorem and (4.1) RS.LCL;b(tO) is: 

RS; LCL;b (to) = Min 
i 

(L] 
TW/Jl 

Min b I 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Let component i=l be the limiting component that determines the value of the LCL of 

system reliability according to equation (4.8). Considering 0 < b < 1 this leads to: 

t fii tfi2 o ~ ---,,-o~ 
rw fii TWfi2 

1 2 

The LCL of system reliability (4.8) with i=l as the limiting component is then: 

Substituting (4.10) into (4.7): 

[L] 
TWflJ = b i 

(L) 
TWfJI 

b I 
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Solving (4.11) for b: 

e 
-~l[( ;:1 r +( ;:,r 1 

e 

Substituting (4.12) into inequality (4.6): 

e 

TWP1 
___ 1_ 

OP1 
a,J 

b 

Inequality (4.13) can be simplified by taking the log on both sides: 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

The inequality (4.14) is equivalent to inequality (4.9) and is therefore fulfilled as long as 

component i=l is the limiting component for the determination of the LCL of system 

reliability. Of course this proof would also be valid if component i=2 was the limiting 

component for the LCL system of system reliability. In this case all indices in (4.9) to 

(4.14) would be switched from 1 to 2 and vice versa. 

Consequence: 

Since the inequality (4.14) is a correct statement the theorem is mathematically 

proven for two components (n=2). 
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4.2 General Proof of the First Theorem (System Reliability) 

(n Components) 

In the following the proof of the first theorem is extended from two components to the 

general case of n components. 

The first theorem according to equation (3.15) defines the b LCL of system reliability 

RS:LCL;b at time to of a system consisting of n Weibull components (with shape 

parameter Pi). The components of systems are exposed to the total Weibull equivalent 

single test duration TWi with zero failures occurring during RDT. So the following 

equation has to be proven for the general case with n components: 

RS;LCL;b (to) = Min Min (4.15) 

The areas for type I and type II error were illustrated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 in the 

previous section. Let Ra;i denote the actual reliability of component i and ()a;i the 

respective scale parameter. Each component is assumed to have a Weibulllife 

distribution. So the respective reliability at duration to yields to: 

(4.16) 

The reliability of the serial system of Weibull components is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Its 

actual reliability Ra;s at duration to is then: 

[ )

f3i 

fI e - ;:, [ )

f3i 
n to -2: -

e i=l (}a,i 
(4.17) 

i=l 
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Serial System with n Weibull Components 

Comp.1: Comp.2: Comp.n: 

... Co r1 
t-- (to r2 t-- ................. - (to rn re 

RJ{to) = e 81 R2{to)= e 82 Rn{tO)= e 8n 

System: (' r (' r .. o In 0 .. - n - 7i - i=l 7i -
RS (to) = fI e i = e i 

i=l 

Figure 4.3 Reliability of a serial system with Weibull components 

The probability of zero failure occurring on component i during the entire RDT program 

withj = 1 .. m tests is: 

(

f, . )f3i 
Pr( 0 failures; camp i ) = n e - ~a~i 

j=l 

m (f" )J3i -L: ~ 
= e )=1 8a.i 

The probability of zero failure occurring on all components i = 1.. n is then: 

(4.18) 

Pr(Ofailures,Sys) = frn e -( ~~i r = fr e -j~J ~:Ji = fr e -( ~~: r (4.19) 

i=l j=l i=l i=l 
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To prove the theorem (4.15), the following statement has to be verified: 

The probability of zero failures occurring in RDT is less or equal than b for the case 

that the actual value of the system reliability Ra;s(lo) is less or equal to RS;LCL;b(lo). 

Since the probability of zero failures in RDT increases with the actual system reliability, 

it is sufficient to verify this for the case of Ra;s(to) being equal to RS;LCL;b(tO). 

For the first part the probability of zero failures occurring is less or equal than b is 

defined by the following equation: 

(
TW JfJi I 

n - ~ 
Pr( 0 failures, Sys ) = Il e a,l 

_ t (TWi JfJi , 
e i=l (Ja,i ~ b 

i=l 
(4.20) 

The second part of statement above sets the actual system reliability Ra;s(to) equal to 

RS.LCL;dto).: 

[ J

fJi 
-t !JL 

e i=l (Ja,i 
RS ;LCL;b (to) (4.21) 

According to (4.15) RS;LCL;b(tO) is: 

(LJ TW/ll 
= Min b I (4.22) 
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Substituting (4.22) into (4.21): 

Min (4.23) 

Let Yi be: Yi = ( n:/' ) = (:i r willi Yi >0. 

High values of Yi mean that the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi, which is 

reflecting the entire testing of a certain component i, is large in comparison to the time to. 

Substituting this into (4.23) yields to: 

( J
f3i 

-I !!L 
i=1 e . e a,1 Min (4.24) 

(~J TWA b I 

The confidence level b is defined for 0 < b < 1. So the term b (J/Yi ) is smaller if the 

value of Yi gets smaller. With Ymin = Min[li] the equation (4.24) can be transformed 
i 

into: 

M,in[ b(I/lj)] = b(I/Ymin ) (4.25) 
I 
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Solving (4.25) for b results in: 

-t fY min *(lLJf3i 1 
I-I ea.1 

e b 
( J

f3i 
-f lL 

e i=I ea•i 

Substituting (4.26) into (4.20) gives: 

-f (rnjJf3i 
e i=I ea,i ~ b 

- tfY,nin *[~Jf3i ] 
I-I ea.1 

e 

Substituting TW/i = tti * Yi into (4.27) yields to: 

-~fr;*(~Jf3i] -.ffYmin *(~Jf3i 1 
1=1 ea•1 1=1 ea•i 

e ~ e 

Taking the log and mUltiplying with (-1) on both sides: 

[ J

fJi 
n to 

~ .L Ymin * --
1=1 e . 

a.1 

(4.29) will be fulfilled if the following statement is fulfilled for each component i: 

[ J

fJi 

Y min *!!L (for all components i) 
ea,l 
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(4.29) 
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The following term is positive for all components i: 

(4.31) 

Therefore (4.30) can be further simplified to: 

Yj ~ Y min (for all components i) (4.32) 

The inequality (4.32) is per definition fulfilled for all components i. This means also that 

inequality (4.30) and subsequently also inequality (4.29) are fulfilled. 

Consequence: 

Since the inequality (4.32) and (4.29) are correct statements, the first theorem 

according to (3.15) is mathematically proven. 

Figure 4.4 shows that RS;LCL;b, the b LCL of system reliability, is the minimum of the b 

LCL of component reliability defined according to equation (3.10). It is obvious that the 

limiting component that determines the LCL of system reliability can change depending 

on the considered duration to the reliability statement is related to. 
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Figure 4.4 LCL for system reliability as the minimum of LCLs of component 

reliabilities 

4.3 Proof of the Second Theorem (System Bx - lifetime) 

The second theorem, as formulated in equation (3.17), is related to the b LCL of Bx -

lifetime of a system consisting of n Weibull components (with shape parameter Pi). The 

components of the system are exposed to the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi 

with zero failures occurring during RDT. Equation (3.17) states: 

BX'S-LCL'b = Min " , . 
l 

In(l- x )*TWA 
100% l 

(4.33) In(b) 
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The b LCL of Bx -lifetime of a Weibull item that was tested with zero failures is'7: 

BX;LCL;b 
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Figure 4.5 LCL of system B 10 as the minimum of the LCLs of component B 10 

17 see equation (App.4.lO) in Appendix 4 
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Figure 4.5 shows the same curves as Figure 4.4 above has showed. But differently to the 

case before, the diagram is now horizontally entered at a given reliability level which is 

exactly (100% - X%). In this example the reliability is 0.9 since X = 10. There are 

different durations at which the LCL of component reliability is 0.9. The lowest of these 

durations is the b LCL of system Bx - lifetime. This is exactly what is stated by the 

second theorem. 

Since the first theorem was proven mathematically and this is the basis for both 

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, there is no need to additionally prove the second theorem 

mathematically. The proof of the second theorem goes on with logical deduction 

based on the graphs in Figure 4.5. This is possible since the B x - lifetime, being the 

inversion of the CDF, is closely related to the reliability. 

The reason for not needing a second mathematical proof is the relation between the 

reliability and Bx -lifetime that goes along the cumulative distribution function CDF'. 

The Bx - lifetime is the inverse function of the CDF and the reliability is 1 minus the 

CDF. 

Comparable to the system reliability, it depends on the value of X (the maximum share of 

systems that have failed), which one is the limiting component for the calculation of the 

LCL of Bx -lifetime. 
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5 SENSITIVITY OF THE WEIBULL SHAPE PARAMETER 

ESTIMATION 

5.1 Introduction to p Sensitivity 

In the previous chapters the Weibull shape parameters Pi for the different components 

were considered to be known for the case where the b LCL of system reliability RS,LCL;b is 

calculated (according to equation (3.15)). This could be, for example, based on past 

experience with similar components or the basic understanding of the system and the 

respective failure behavior. 

In this chapter a model for the analysis of the influence of the component Weibull shape 

parameters Pi on the b LCL of system reliability RS;LCL;b will be developed. It allows us to 

quantify the sensitivity of the estimation of Pi. 

We propose a non-linear program (NLP) with the objective LCL of system reliability 

RS,LCL;b to calculate the sensitivity of Pi. The decision variables of the NLP are the 

component Wei bull parameters Pi. Each Pi is between an upper and a lower bound, i.e. 

Pmin;i -:::,Pi -:::'Pmax;i. As described above for Pi, the upper and lower bounds of Pmin;i and 

Pmax;i, also have to be determined by past experience or system knowledge. But it is of 

course much easier to estimate an interval rather than a fixed value. This means that the 

associated risk resulting from an erroneous estimation is significantly lower and the 

respective statements are much more on the conservative side. So the loss in total system 

knowledge - meaning a range for Pi instead of fixed values - results in a lower LCL of 

system reliability. 
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The model applies to the case of finding the lowest value of the LCL of reliability RS,LCL;b 

is within the possible ranges of the /k The optimization model searches for the values of 

the component Weibull shape parameters that result in the lowest LCL of system 

reliability with the given test durations tj and acceleration factors AFij. It was mentioned 

in section 2.5.2 of the literature review 1 8 that there is there is a single value of the 

Weibull parameter P that leads to the minimum LCL of reliability. Note that opposed to 

the model presented here, the cited papers in this area are related to single items only and 

not to systems. 

Since the first theorem, (3.15), is based on similar approaches for zero failures as the 

mentioned research on single Weibull items and the LCL of system reliability is just the 

lowest of them, there is consequently a single value Pi* of one specific component i* that 

determines the LCL of system reliability. This component i* is then the limiting 

component for the LCL of system reliability and the respective LCL of component 

reliability is the overall lowest among all components. Depending on the upper and lower 

bounds of Pi as well as on the duration to the limiting component can change (but does not 

have to). If there is no limitation of the component Weibull parameters (i.e. Pi;min:::: 0; 

Pi;max:::: (0) , the limiting component i* for the LCL of system reliability is the same for all 

values of the duration to . 

5.2 Optimization Model to Consider P Sensitivity 

The respective NLP for the b LCL of system reliability considers the uncertainty of Pi. It 

minimizes the b LCL of system reliability, using the component Weibull parameters Pi as 

the decision variables. 

18 see Huang and Porter (1991), Huang (1997) as well as Lu and Wang (2008) 
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The parameters of the NLP (5.1) are: 

• information about the conducted reliability tests: 

test durations tj. acceleration factors AFij. boolean variables to indicate the test 

relevance 0i j 

• fJmin;i and fJmax;i. the upper and lower bound for fJi : 

• duration to 

• confidence level b 

The resulting NLP is given in the equation set (5.1): 

Minimize RS;LCL;b 

subject to 

b) TW· = f3)"n: (t. * AF . * o . . )f3i 
1 VL..J=l J lJ lJ 

for i = 1,00,n 

c) Pmin;i:S Pi :S Pmax;i for i = 1,00, n 

d) to;AFij ;Pi ~O fori=1,00,n; for j=1,00,m 

e) 0:Sb:S1 
(5.1) 

f) 0i j = [0;1] for i = 1,00,n ; for j = 1,00,m 
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Where: 

a) calculation of the objective, RS;LCL;b, according to the first theorem (3.15) 

b) calculation of the Weibull equivalent single test duration IWi according to (3.5) 

for all components i 

c) Pi must be between Pmin;i and Pmax;i, the upper and lower bounds for all 

components i 

d) the reference time to, each acceleration factor AFij and all Weibull parameters Pi 

must not be negative 

e) the confidence level b must be between 0% and 100% 

f) each test is either counted for a certain component or is obsolete 

The function for Bx - lifetime is closely related to the reliability function since it is the 

inversion of the CDF. Therefore the optimization model for Bx - lifetime can be set up in 

a comparable way. NLP (5.2) is the respective model for the b LCL of Bx -lifetime 

BX;S;LCL;b, that considers the uncertainty of Pi. 

Where: 

a) calculation of the objective, BX;S;LCL;b, according to the second theorem (3.17). 

b) calculation of the Wei bull equivalent single test duration IWi according to (3.5) 

for all components i (like NLP (5.1)) 

c) Pi must be between Pmin;i and Pmax;i, the upper and lower bounds for all 

components i (like NLP (5.1)) 

d) each acceleration factor AFij and all Weibull parameters Pi must not be negative 

e) the confidence level b must be between 0% and 100% (like NLP (5.1)) 

f) X, the share of system that fail up to duration Bx 

g) each test is either counted for a certain component or is obsolete (like NLP (5.1)) 
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Minimize BX;S;LCL;b 

subject to 

a) Bx ;S;LCL;b = Min 

1 

In(l - X % ) * TW.fli 
100% I 

In(b) 

b) TW· = p)"n: (t. * AF: . * o . . IBi 
I VL.J=l J IJ lJ! for i = 1,oo,n 

C ) f3 . . < R. < f3 . mm;l - fJI - max; I for i = 1,oo,n 

d) AF: . . p. > 0 
I J' l- for i = 1,oo,n ; for j = 1,oo,m 

e) O'5,b '5, 1 

f) o '5, X '5, 100 

g) Oij=[O;l] for i = 1,oo,n ; for j = 1,oo,m 
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The NLP (5.2) for Bx -lifetime, like the model for system reliability, is a minimization 

with the Pi being the decision variables. The parameters are very similar to those in (5.1) 

but include the share X instead of the duration to. So the parameters of the NLP (5.2) for 

Bx are: 

• information about the conducted reliability tests: 

test durations tj, acceleration factors AFij , boolean variables to indicate the test 

relevance 0ij 

• upper and lower bound for Pi: Pmin;i and Pmax;i 

• maximum share of system that are allowed to fail: X 

• confidencelevelb 

5.3 Application of the Model to Consider p Sensitivity (Example) 

Here we apply the two models to the example that was introduced in Chapter 3. In 

Chapter 3 the Weibull shape parameters Pi for each component i were fixed values. Now 

the example is extended, such that Pi is a variable and Pmax,i and Pmin,i are the upper and 

lower bounds for each component Wei bull parameter Pi. Table 5.1 compares the fixed 

values for Pi to the upper and lower bound: 

p_min 1.3 1.75 1.5 1.25 0.8 

p_max 1.7 2.3 2 1.35 1.2 

pJixed 1.5 2 1.8 1.3 1 

Table 5.1 Comparison of fixed values for Pi vs. upper and lower bound 
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The NLP 5.1 is programmed in LINGO™, an universal solver package. Since the 

objective function is discontinuous including a minimum-operation, the global solver of 

LINGO TM was used to prevent stops after finding solutions that are only locally (but not 

globally) optimal. The software package and the computer hardware used in the analysis 

is specified in Appendix 6. 

System Reliability 

NLP (5.1) is a minimization and therefore any increase in the permitted area for the 

decision can only lead to the same or lower values for the objective function. So in any 

case the b LCL of system reliability will be lower (or equal) than the value determined 

with fixed values for the component fJi as long as the fixed value is a part of the interval 

between lower and upper bound. Figure 5.1 compares the resulting b LCL of system 

reliability for both cases fixed and variable component fJi. 
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of b LCL of system reliability with fixed and variable fJi 
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1 A hydropuls test 
2 H spray test 
3 A hydropuls test 
4 A hydropuls test 
5 H spray test 
6 F customer testing 
7 G alternating load 
8 H spray test 
9 I WHTC cycle 
10 B corrosion test 
11 D city cycle 
12 E rough road test 
13 D city cycle 
14 C express-run 
15 I WHTC cycle 
16 C express-run 
17 F customer testing 
18 F customer testing 
19 F customer testing 

lower bound 13 
upper bound 13 

Duration to 

Con! Level b 
P for LCL system R 

.~ 
~ 
:: 

kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 
kmiles 

13 min 

13- max 
kmiles 

P LCL 
kmiles 

% 
% 

effective mileage (per component) 

o 000 o 
o 2250 0 750 750 

750 o o o o 
750 o o o o 
750 225 o 750 750 
200 200 o 200 200 
o o 600 o 600 

750 225 750 750 750 
o 150 o 450 300 
o 750 o o o 

100 300 300 300 200 
o 21 21 21 21 

100 300 300 300 200 
200 200 300 300 200 
o 150 450 450 300 

200 200 300 300 200 
200 200 200 200 200 
200 200 200 200 200 
200 200 200 200 200 
1.3 1.75 1.5 1.25 0.8 
1.7 2.3 2 1.35 1.2 

400 

0.10 

1.30 1.75 1.50 1.25 0.85 
2674 2666 1765 3189 8014 

82.30% 92.01% 78.00% 84.21% 83.32% 
78.00% 

Table 5.2 LCL of system reliability at to=400 with variable and fixed f3i 
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Table 5.2 compares in detail the calculation of the b LCL of system reliability with 

variable and fixed component Pi at duration to=400. In both cases, fixed and variable Pi, 
component 3, the particulate filter, is the limiting component for the LCL of system 

reliability. Compared to the scenario with a fixed Weibull parameter of this component 

P3,jixed =1.8 the NLP finds its minimum for P3,min =1.5 which is exactly the lower bound 

of this component Wei bull parameter. The lower total knowledge in the system behavior 

leads to a reduction of the b LCL of system reliability from 78.79% to 78.00% at the 

considered duration to=400 kmiles. 

System Bx - lifetime 

Like the system reliability, the b LCL of Bx -lifetime is also reduced if there is a range 

for component Pi instead of fixed values within the respective range. The respective 

values of the Bx -lifetime can be calculated with NLP (5.2). Table 5.3 shows that with 

the ranges that were introduced in Table 5.1 there is a reduction of the b LCL of 

BJO -lifetime from 232 kmiles to 201 kmiles. 
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tl 
~ ~ "" ..Q .~ ::: ..s .~ 

!S :::! 0.() ::: O.().~ I ::: 
:::! S ~ ·5 ~ .5 ~ :::! S ~ ~ ::: ~ 1.1 

.... 1.1 "",.:;: "" .. '-e .. ~ .... .... .'.::! :::! 1.1 :::! .. ~ .... 1.1 

"" ~ "" ~ ::: ~ ~ ~ "" ~ 
~ ~ ~ ,.:;: !S ~ ~ ~~ Cl ~ .... :::! ,.:;: 1.1 ~ 

effective mileage (per component) 

1 A hydropuls test laniles a a a a a 
2 H spray test laniles a 2250 a 750 750 
3 A hydropuls test laniles 750 a a a a 
4 A hydropuls test laniles 750 a a a a 
5 H spray test laniles 750 225 a 750 750 
6 F customer testing laniles 200 200 a 200 200 
7 G alternating load laniles a a 600 a 600 
8 H spray test laniles 750 225 750 750 750 
9 1 WHTC cycle laniles a 150 a 450 300 
10 B corrosion test laniles a 750 a a a 
11 D city cycle laniles 100 300 300 300 200 
12 E rough road test laniles a 21 21 21 21 
13 D city cycle laniles 100 300 300 300 200 
14 C express-run laniles 200 200 300 300 200 
15 1 WHTC cycle laniles a 150 450 450 300 
16 C express-run laniles 200 200 300 300 200 
17 F customer testing laniles 200 200 200 200 200 
18 F customer testing laniles 200 200 200 200 200 
19 F customer testing laniles 200 200 200 200 200 

lower bound fJ fJ_ min 1.3 1.75 1.5 1.25 0.8 
upper bound fJ fJ_ max 1.7 2.3 2 1.35 1.2 

s hare of units failed X % 10 
Con! Level b - 0.10 
fJfor LCL Bx fJ LCL 1.3 1.75 1.5 1.25 0.8 

TW i laniles 2674 2666 1765 3189 9516 
var. fJ Bx_C laniles 249 457 226 270 201 
var. fJ Bx_S laniles 201 

fJ fixed fJ LCL 1.5 2 1.8 1.3 1 
TW_i laniles 2171 2488 1410 2965 5071 

fixed fJ Bx C laniles 278 532 254 276 232 
fixed fJ Bx_S laniles 232 

Table 5.3 LCL of Ex -lifetime (X=lO) with variable and fixed Pi 
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Variation of 8 

Figure 5.2 shows that for the duration to=400 kmiles, there is a single value of the 

Weibull parameter [Jopt,i which leads to a minimum of the component reliability RC;i;LCL;b. 

If [Jopt,i is not within the permitted range of [Ji, i.e. [Jopt,i < [Jmin,i or [Jopt,i > [Jmax,i respectively, 

the minimum is reached either for [Jmin,i or for [Jmax, i, whichever of these two is closer to 

[JOpt,i' 
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Figure 5.2 Minimum of b LCL of system reliability with unrestricted [Ji 

If there is no limiting constraint on [Ji (except to non-negativity) the b LCLs of the 

component reliability of all components i are exactly at the respective minimum [Jopt,i. 

The b LCL of system reliability is then the lowest value of the LCLs of reliability at [Jopt,i 

among all components i as shown in the Table 5.4. For the given example this results in 

RS;LCL;b=77.53% at the duration to=400 kmiles and for b=O.l . The comparable value with 

the previously assumed fixed values for the Weibull parameter [Ji at the same duration is 

78.79% (see Table 3.4). 
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P opt;i 0.649 0.589 1.058 0.649 0.846 

R Ci;LC;b 80.56% 83.32% 77.53% 83.40% 83.32% 

RS;LC;b 77.53% 

Table 5.4 b=O.1 LCL of system reliability (to=400) with unrestricted Pi 

5.4 Remark on Efficient Optimization Model Solution 

NLP (5.1) for system reliability or (5.2) for Bx -lifetime respectively are highly 

non-linear. The objective function is discontinuous since it includes a minimum

operation. Together, this leads to a very complex optimization problem with long 

processing times. Solving the NLPs directly as defined in equation system (5.1) or (5.2) 

can lead to very long solution times if a universal solver software package like the 

general solver of LINGO™ is applied. Therefore, the following strategy is proposed to 

reduce the processing time significantly: 

• Find the Weibull parameter fJopt,i for each component i that leads to the minimum 

of the LCL of reliability or Bx -lifetime of the respective component. This 

optimization, with just one variable at a time, can be solved within seconds using 

an adequate solver software package. 

• Calculate the LCLs of component reliability or component Bx - lifetime for the 

value of the Wei bull parameter fJopt,i that was determined in the step before. 

• Compare the LCLs of component reliability or component Bx - lifetime. The 

minimum of them is the LCL of system reliability or the LCL of system 

Bx - lifetime. 
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6 OPTIMIZATION OF RDT PROGRAMS 

6.1 Relevant Cost Information for Decision Making 

Relevant information for decision making is characterized by the following attributes 19: 

• the information is related to future cost or revenue 

• the information must allow to distinguish between two or more alternatives 

Thus information concerning cost that have already been spent in the past and thus can no 

longer be influenced, i.e. sunk cost, is not relevant for decision making. Optimization of 

the RDT program is considered to be a rolling planning process. At each moment during 

the RDT program, the reliability already demonstrated can be calculated considering the 

accumulated mileage and the failures that have occurred. As mentioned before, the cost 

spent in the past to achieve this level of reliability demonstration is not relevant, with 

respect to optimizing future RDT activities. Only the future spending for RDT that still 

can be influenced is relevant for the decision making process. 

For the optimization of the future RDT program, the available test procedures must be 

known, including information about test cost, mileage and the component specific stress 

factors. All of this information is documented in a test procedure database. It includes test 

information such as: 

• fixed and variable costs for a given test type 

• minimum and maximum permitted sample sizes for a given test type 

• minimum and maximum test durations for a given test type 

19 see: Homgreen, Sundem, Stratton, Burgstahler and Schatzberg (2008), p. 198 
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Based on this information, different ROT scenarios can be described and evaluated in 

terms of the associated cost and the reliability level that can be demonstrated. The 

purpose of the optimization is to find out the best ROT plan to meet the reliability targets 

in the most efficient way or to achieve the highest reliability level within the given 

constraints on budget or prototype availability. 

6.2 Model for Confidence Limit of Total Cost Influenced by Validation 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.6 the total product cost over the lifecycle can be influenced by 

the extent of validation: 

• More effort spent in validation leads to higher reliability and thus less warranty 

cost. 

• Less effort in validation reduces the required overall budget for validation and 

development but increases the warranty cost. 

The relationship between the extent of reliability on the one hand and reliability and 

warranty cost on the other hand is not clear - at least not in the phase in which the 

decision on the RDT program has to be made. 

The upper part of Figure 6.1 shows the increasing LCL of reliability depending on the 

extent of testing. This relationship is qualitatively true for single items as well as for 

systems. For each length of testing it is not clear what the real value of reliability actually 

is. It is only clear that with the confidence level b the real value is higher than the LCL. 

All efficient ROT programs are on a line that represents solutions of the NLP that will be 

introduced in the next section. Any RDT program that leads to a LCL of reliability below 

the marked area is not efficient in terms of creating the highest contribution to reliability 

demonstration with a certain consumption of resources. 
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The warranty cost (the cost of unreliability) can be calculated by multiplying the cost per 

failure and the reliability which reflects the frequency of failure in the field and the total 

production volume. Of course, the cost per failure depends on the actual failure mode. 

For systems, the cost of a each failure depends also from on the affected component of 

the system. But for reasons of simplicity it is assumed that all types of failures create the 

same cost per incident. 

Assuming a constant cost per failure, the LCL of reliability (which is a lower limit) can 

be transformed into an upper confidence limit (VCL) on warranty cost. With an 

increasing extent of validation testing the reliability gets higher, and we see a reduction 

of the VCL of warranty cost. The cost for validation is typically proportional to the extent 

of validation testing. The cost curve for validation and the possible area of the warranty 

cost limited by the VCL are shown in the middle diagram of Figure 6.1. 

The sum of both, the cost for validation and the warranty cost, yields a sum of total cost 

that can be influenced by validation (depending on the extent of validation testing). The 

area of this sum at each validation level goes from the respective validation cost to the 

upper confidence limit of warranty plus validation cost. This is illustrated in the lower 

part of Figure 6.1. 

The VCL of the total cost has a minimum value. If possible, it is recommended to test to 

exactly this point. Of course the actual reliability can be higher than the LCL. In this case 

the associated warranty cost is lower and it would have economical advantages if the 

testing effort was reduced. But such a decision can put the profitability of the product at 

risk since it is not clear from the very beginning if reliability really is higher than the 

LCL. 
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Figure 6.1 LCL of reliability and VCL for warranty and total cost 
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6.3 Model for Optimizing RDT Plans with Respect to the LCL of 

Reliability 

All efficient RDT plans lead to the highest possible level of the system reliability for the 

given budget constraints. This means that they maximize the LCL of system reliability 

within the given constraints of the validation budget or limitations concerning minimum 

and maximum test durations or sample sizes for a certain test type. The optimization 

model is a highly non-linear mixed-integer NLP. The variable i ( i=1 .. n ) denotes a 

component. Tests that are already finished are indicated with the variablej (j=1 .. mF) 

and the index F. Future test, that are so far only planned, are denoted with the variable k ( 

k=1 .. mp) and the index P. 

The decision variables of the optimization problem are: 

• duration of the planned test according to test type k: tp k 

• sample size for the test according to test type k: lp k 

The parameters of the NLP are: 

• duration (i.e. reference duration for the statement on system reliability): to 

• confidence level: b 

• component Weibull shape parameter of component i: Pi 
• information about the already finished reliability tests: 

test durations tF ij that indicate the relevant test time of testj for component i 

(remark: tFij already considers acceleration factors AFFij and the Boolean 

variable OF ij for indication if the test is obsolete or relevant for component i) 

• lower and upper limit for the test duration and sample size according to 

test type k: tP,min k and tp,max k. lp,min k and lp,max k 

• calculatory speed to transform the duration of test k from a hourly base into a 

vehicle mileage equivalent: Vp k 

• acceleration factor of test k for component i: AF Pi k 

• fixed cost of one test according to test type k: efk 
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• variable cost oftest type k for one unit of test duration (time or mileage): Cvk 

• maximum available validation budget for all future tests: Ct max 

The NLP to determine the RDT plan with optimal system reliability is: 

Maximize RS;LCL;b 

subject to 

b) TW.Pi = "",mF t . . Pi 
l ~j=J FlJ 

+ I;:J Ip k * (tPk * vPk * AFpik)Pi ] for i = 1, .. ,n 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

g) I P k = [0;1;2;3; ..... ] for k = 1, .. ,mp 

(6.1) 

for i = 1, .. ,n ; for k = 1, .. ,mp 

i) O~b~l 
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Where: 

a) calculation of the objective, RS;LCL;b, according to the first theorem (3.15). 

b) calculation of the Weibull equivalent single test duration 1Wi according to (3.5) 

for all components i considering completed and future tests 

c) calculation of the total cost (variable and fixed costs) for all tests k 

d) constraint that the grand total cost of all test costs is within the budget 

e) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum duration 

f) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum sample size 

g) the sample size of all tests k are integer 

h) the reference time to, each acceleration factor AFij, the calculatory speed VPk of 

each test k and all Weibull parameters Pi must not be negative 

i) the confidence level b must be between 0% and 100% 

All the solutions of the NLP (6.1) for a certain validation budget are optimal RDT plans 

since they all lead to the maximum LCL of system reliability within the existing 

constraints. The respective points of each solution of the NLP lead to the curve that limits 

the marked area in the upper diagram of Figure 6.1. 

The NLP of (6.1) is very complex to solve since it includes operations to the power of Pi 
as well as operations to the power of (1/ Pi). This requires significant solver processing 

times using a universal solver like LINGO™, even for the case of only n = 5 

components. Due to the minimum operation the optimization within LINGO™ has to be 

done with the "global solver". Other although faster solvers algorithms face the risk of 

only finding local optimal solutions. 
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6.4 Application of the RDT Optimization Model (example) 

The application of the model is illustrated in the example given about exhaust gas 

aftertreatment systems that was introduced before. Table 6.1 shows the documentation of 

tests that are already finished. The respective times of certain tests are different for the 

various components since the test were performed including component specific 

acceleration factors. The component Weibull shape parameters Pi and the confidence 

level b are also given in Table 6.1. All reliability statements are related to the duration 

to = 400 kmiles. 
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effective mileage (per component) 

1 hydropuls test kmiles a a a a a 
2 spray test kmiles a 2250 a 750 750 
3 hydropuls test kmiles 750 a a a a 
4 hydropuls test kmiles 750 a a a a 
5 spray test kmiles 750 225 a 750 750 
6 customer testing kmiles 200 200 a 200 200 
7 alternating load kmiles a a 600 a 600 
8 spray test kmiles 750 225 750 750 750 
9 WHTCcycle kmiles a 150 a 450 300 
10 corrosion test kmiles a 750 a a a 
11 city cycle kmiles 100 300 300 300 200 
12 rough road test kmiles a 21 21 21 21 
13 city cycle kmiles 100 300 300 300 200 
14 express-run kmiles 200 200 300 300 200 
15 WHTCcycle kmiles a 150 450 450 300 
16 express-run kmiles 200 200 300 300 200 
17 customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 
18 customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 
19 customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 

Weibull Parameter p 1.5 2.0 1.8 1.3 1.0 
Duration to kmiles 400 

Con! Level b - 0.10 

Table 6.1 RDT optimization: documentation of already finished tests 
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The durations of the completed tests of Table 6.1 can be transformed to the Weibull 

equivalent single test durations IWFi for all components i with equation (3.16) and the b 

LCL of component reliability at to as shown in the Table 6.2. Applying the first theorem 

of (3.15) the test data lead to the b LCL of system reliability RS;LCL;b = 78.89% at 

to=400 kmiles with the particulate filter being the limiting component. 

IW Fi of finished tests kmiles 2170.6 2488.3 1410.2 2965.4 5071.0 

R LCL Ci - 83.35% 94.22% 78.79% 84.34% 83.39% 
R LCL S - 78.79% 

Table 6.2 RDT optimization: IW F i and RS;LCL;b based on the finished tests 

The demonstrated reliability level is not considered to be sufficient. So it is decided to 

run an additional RDT program. There is an additional validation budget of $ 5,000,000 

available for the extension of RDT. The set of possible RDT programs is listed in the test 

procedure database as shown in Table 6.3. A part of these tests is conducted on test 

benches and not in a vehicle. This leads to an hourly basis for the duration instead of a 

mileage basis Table 6.3 also includes the AL T acceleration factors for the different 

components in all test procedures. 
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A hydropuls test hours 1 0 0 0 0 
B corrosion test hours 0 1 0 0 0 
C express-run kmiles 1 1 1.5 1.5 1 
D city cycle kmiles 1 3 3 3 2 
E rough road test kmiles 100 3 3 3 3 
F customer test inK kmiles 1 1 1 1 1 
G alternating load hours 0 0 2 2 2 
H spray test hours 10 0.3 1 1 1 
1 WHTCcycle hours 0 0.5 1.5 1.5 1 

Table 6.3 RDT optimization: test procedure database - acceleration factors 
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There are fixed and variable costs associated with the different test procedures as shown 

in the Table 6.4. The variable cost is related to one unit of the test duration. This unit is 

either 1 kmile or 1 hour. The tests that have an hourly base for the duration must be 

transformed into a vehicle mileage with the calculated speed conversion that is test 

specific. 

There are constraints on the minimum and the maximum duration of each test. The upper 

limit of the test duration can be defined for example by the time left to the planned 

release and launch of the respective product. Other limitations are related to the minimum 

and maximum sample size for the different test procedures. Possible reasons for a lower 

limit of the sample size for a certain test type are needs for certain tests procedures 

besides RDT resulting from the DVP&R-plan. The upper limit of sample size can be, for 

example, driven by the maximum capacity to operate prototype vehicles. In addition to 

the limitations on the sample size per test there is also a limitation of the total sample size 

of all tests to thirty units due to prototype building capacity restrictions. 
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A hydropuls test 50 300 hours 5 0 5 80,000 300 

B corrosion test 100 2000 hours 1 0 5 50,000 30 

C express-run 30 300 kmiles I 0 10 150,000 1,250 
D city cycle 10 120 kmiles 1 0 10 150,000 2,500 
E rough road test 2 15 kmiles 1 0 10 150,000 5,000 

F customer testin~ 25 225 kmiles 1 0 10 150,000 100 
G alternatin/? load 250 4000 hours 0.15 0 5 80,000 200 
H spray test 250 4000 hours 0.15 0 5 80,000 200 

I WHTCcycle 250 4000 hours 0.15 0 5 80,000 220 

Table 6.4 RDT optimization: test procedure database - constraints and cost 

The NLP (6.1) is solved with LINOO™. Since the NLP contains a minimum operation it 

is necessary to apply the global solver to avoid a situation that the solver finds solutions 

that are only locally optimal. 
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Considering the described information about test procedures and the constraints including 

the available validation budget of $ 5,000,000, Table 6.5 shows the solution that 

maximizes the LCL of system reliability. 
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A hydropuls test 51 hours 0 0 

B corrosion test 101 hours 0 0 
C express-run 31 kmiles 0 0 
D city cycle 10 kmiles 0 0 
E rough road test 3 kmiles 0 0 

F customer testing 225 kmiles 1 172,500 
G alternating load 4,000 hours 5 4,400,000 
H spray test 1,738 hours 1 427,500 

I WHTCcycle 251 hours 0 0 

Table 6.5 RDT optimization: optimized validation program 

The optimal solution includes the following tests: 

• 1 unit on "customer testing" for the maximum duration duration of 225 kmiles 

• 5 units on "alternating load test" for the maximum possible time of 4,000 hours 

• 1 unit on "spray test" for the time of 1,738 hours 

The following Table 6.6 shows the consequences of the additional testing on the LCL of 

system reliability with a value of 92.34% and electronics being the limiting component. 

The budget restriction with $ 5,000,000 is a binding constraint whereas the limitation 

thirty additional tests is not binding. 
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R_LCL_Ci 92.54% 94.27% 95.18% 93.71% 92.34% 
Max. Number of Tests 30 

Max. Validation Budget 5,000,000 
R_LCL_S 92.34% 

Add. Validation Cost 5,000,000 

Table 6.6 RDT optimization: achieved LCL of system reliability with add. testing 

The optimization results for different budget constraints are shown in Table 6.7. With no 

additional testing the LCL of system reliability is 78.79%. With an additional validation 

budget of $ 2,000,000 the LCL of system reliability is significantly improved to 88.55 %, 

i.e. the complement of the reliability is almost cut into half. The additionally required 

effort to achieve even further improvements of the LCL of reliability is progressively 

increasing. With the validation budget of $ 20,875,000 the LCL of system reliability then 

reaches its maximum value since above of this budget other constraints instead of the 

budget get limiting. 

Add. Validation 
R_LCL_S 

LINGO Solver 
BudKet [$J Time[h:m:sJ 

° 78.79% 0:00:00 
100,000 78.79% 0:00:01 
200,000 79.46% 0:00:02 
500,000 82.44% 0:00:12 

1,000,000 86.31% 0:00:47 
2,000,000 88.55% 0:03:32 
5,000,000 92.34% 0:05:56 
10,000,000 94.38% 0:06:22 
15,000,000 95.28% 0:07:45 
20,875,000 95.73% 0:00:07 

Table 6.7 RDT optimization: achieved reliability depending on budget 
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Table 6.7 also shows the required processor time of the LINGO™ global solver to solve 

the NLP for n = 5 components and mp = 9 available test procedures in the test procedure 

database. With the given complexity of the problem, i.e. the number of components and 

test procedures, the time required to solve the NLP is significantly influenced by the 

available budget for validation, ranging from approximately 10 s to more than 400 s. The 

data on processor time is related to a computer system with 2010 hardware as described 

in Appendix 5. 

For a significantly higher complexity of the system with more components and test 

procedures the exact solution of the NLP may not be possible within a suitable time. If 

so, dedicated procedures to find a reasonably good approximation have to be developed. 

Such procedures, which could for example be based on genetic algorithms, are not 

discussed within this research work. 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the relationship between the validation effort and the LCL of system 

reliability as described above as well as the required processor time to solve the NLP 

with LINGO™. 
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Figure 6.2 LCL of system reliability for different validation budgets 

6.5 Model for Optimizing RDT Plans with Respect to Cost 
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In this section, a model is presented that can be used to minimize the validation cost Ct 

for achieving a certain required level of the LCL of system reliability. As discussed 

before, the variable i ( i=l .. 11 ) denotes a component. Tests that are already finished are 

indicated with the variablej (j=1 .. mF) and the index F. Future tests, that are only 

planned so far, are denoted with the variable k ( k=l .. mp) and the index P. The result is 

an efficient RDT plan, similar to the last model. 

The decision variables of the optimization problem are: 

• duration of the planned test according to test type k: tp k 

• sample size for the test according to test type k: lp k 
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The parameters of the NLP are: 

• duration (i.e. reference for the statement on system reliability): to, 

• confidence level: b 

• component Weibull shape parameter of component i: Pi 

• information about the finished reliability tests: 

test durations tF ij that indicate the relevant test duration of testj for component i 

(remark: tF ij already considers acceleration factors AF F ij and the Boolean 

variable OF ij for indication if the test is obsolete or relevant for component i) 

• lower and upper bound for the test duration and the sample size according to test 

type k: tP,min k / tp,max k and Ip,min k / Ip,max k 

• calculatory speed to transform the duration of test k from a hourly base into a 

vehicle mileage equivalent: Vp k 

• acceleration factor of test k for component i: AF Pi k 

• fixed cost of one test according to test type k: Cf k 

• variable cost oftest type k for one unit of test duration (time or mileage): Cvk 

• required LCL of system reliability tests: RS;LCL;b;min 
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Thus the resulting NLP to determine the RDT plan with minimal validation cost is: 

Minimize Ct 

subject to 

~ RS;LCL;b;min 

b) TW.Pi = ",mF t . . Pi 
I L...j=l FIJ 

+ L:::l[ZPk *~Pk *vPk *AFpik)Pi] fori=1, .. ,n 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

e) tP,min k ~ tp k ~ tP,max k for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

g) Z P k = [0;1;2;3; ..... ] for k = 1, .. ,mp 

(6.2) 

for i = 1, .. ,n ; for k = 1, .. ,mp 

i) 0~b~1 
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Where: 

a) calculation of the RS;LCL;b according to the first theorem (3.15). It has to be higher 

than the required RS;LCL;b,min' 

b) calculation of the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi according to (3.5) 

for all components i considering completed and future tests 

c) calculation of the total cost (variable and fixed costs) for all tests k 

d) calculation of the objective, the grand total cost of all tests 

e) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum duration 

f) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum sample size 

g) the sample size of all tests k are integer 

h) the reference time to, each acceleration factor AFij, the calculatory speed Vp k of 

each test k and all Weibull parameters Pi must not be negative 

i) the confidence level b must be between 0% and 100% 

All the solutions of the NLP (6.1) of section 6.3 for a certain validation budget are 

optimal RDT plans since they all lead to the maximum LCL of system reliability within 

the existing constraints. This also applies for the solution of NLP (6.2) that minimizes 

cost. The respective points for each solution of the NLP lead to the curve that limits the 

marked area in the upper diagram of Figure 6.1. 

6.6 Model for Optimizing RDT Plans with Respect to LCL of 

B x - lifetime 

Comparable to the approaches above it is also possible to formulate a NLP for the 

optimization of RDT plans with respect to the LCL of Bx - lifetime. Like before the 

variable i ( i=1 .. n ) denotes a component. Tests that are already finished are indicated 

with the variable j (j=1 .. mF) and the index F. Future tests, that are only planned so far, 

are denoted with the variable k ( k=1 .. mp) and the index P. 
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The decision variables of the optimization problem are: 

• duration of the planned test according to test type k: tp k 

• sample size for the test according to test type k: ip k 

The parameters of the NLP are: 

• share of systems that are allowed to fail before duration Bx: X 

• confidence level: b 

• component Weibull shape parameter of component i: Pi 
• information about the finished reliability tests: 

test durations tFij that indicate the relevant test time oftestj for component i 

(remark: tF ij already considers acceleration factors AF F ij and the Boolean 

variable OF ij for indication if the test is obsolete or relevant for component i) 

• lower and upper limit for the test duration according to test type k: 

tP,min k and tp,max k 

• lower and upper limit for the sample size according to test type k: 

ip,min k and ip,max k 

• calculatory speed to transform the duration of test k from a hourly base into a 

vehicle mileage equivalent: Vp k 

• acceleration factor of test k for component i: AFp i k 

• fixed cost of one test according to test type k: Cf k 

• variable cost of test type k for one unit of test duration (time or mileage): Cv k 

• maximum validation budget for planned all tests: C, max 

The following NLP (6.3) allows determining the RDT plan with the highest LCL of Bx -

lifetime within the given constraints including total validation budget. 
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Maximize BX;S;LCL;b 

subject to 

a) BX;S;LCL;b = Min 

1 

b) rw'pi = ~mF t . . Pi 
I ~j=1 F1J 

In(1- _x _) * rw'pi 
100% I 

In (b) 

+ 2:;:1 [lp k * ~Pk *vPk * AFpik)Pi ] for i = 1, .. ,n 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

g) I p k = [0;1;2;3; ..... ] for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for i = 1, .. ,n ; for k = 1, .. ,mp 

(6.3) 

For an explanation ofthe constraints see NLP (6.1). The NLP is very similar with the 

exception that NLP (6.3) optimizes with respect to LCL of Bx -lifetime. 
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Likewise as for the LCL of system reliability it is also possible to invert the optimization 

to find the minimum validation cost for a given target on LCL of system Bx -lifetime. 

The respective NLP is given in (6.4). 

Minimize Ct 

subject to 

In(l - x ) * TWA 
100% I 

a) Bx ;S;LCL;b = Min ~ Bx ;S;LCL;b;Min In(b) 

b) TWA = "mF t . . Pi 
I ~j=] FIJ 

+ I;:] ~p k * ~Pk * VPk * AFpik 'fi] for i = 1, .. ,n 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

f) for k = 1, .. ,mp 

g) lp k = [0;1;2;3; ..... ] for k = 1, .. ,mp 

(6.4) 

for i = 1, .. ,n; for k = 1, .. ,mp 
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For an explanation of the constraints see NLP (6.2). The NLP is very similar with the 

exception that constraint a) in NLP (6.4) is on LCL of Bx -lifetime instead of system 

reliability. 

6.7 Disadvantages of Identical Test Duration for all Units 

In all situations in which components suffer wear, aging or other forms of degradations, 

an increasing failure rate can be observed. This is represented with a Weibull parameter fJ 
greater than 1. For these components longer test durations contribute disproportionately 

to the reliability proof according to the definition of the Weibull equivalent single test 

duration TWi in equation (3.4). 

Since the number of tests per definition can only be integer, the following situation can 

occur while optimizing the RDT program: 

If the test duration in the optimal solution according to one of the NLPs (6.1) to (6.4) was 

not at the maximum test duration and the sample size is greater than 1, there might be an 

even better solution if all units except one are tested to the maximum possible duration. 

The duration of the remaining unit then will be used to fine-tune the respective reliability 

to fulfill the constraints like minimum required reliability. 

This will be illustrated in an example. The starting point is the example introduced above 

in section 6.4. The information about completed tests and the resulting LCL of system 

reliability is shown in Table 6.8. 
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Weibull Parameter fJ 1.5 2.0 1.8 1.3 1.0 
Duration to kmiles 400 

Can! Level b - 0.10 
TWi finished tests kmiles 2170.6 2488.3 1410.2 2965.4 5071.0 

R_LCL_Ci - 83.35% 94.22% 78.79% 84.34% 83.39% 
R_LCL_S - 78.79% 

Table 6.8 Demonstrated LCL of reliability prior to additional RDT 

Based on the completed durability tests, a LCL of system reliability of 78.79 % was 

proven with the confidence level b = 0.10. This system reliability demonstration is not 

considered to be high enough. Therefore additional validation testing should be 

conducted. For simplification in this example there is just one test procedure available, 

the so called "express-run". Table 6.9 shows the ALT acceleration factors that can be 

achieved with this test procedure in comparison to the duty cycle of the reference 

customer application. 
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C express-run AF 1 1 1.5 1.5 1 

Table 6.9 AL T acceleration factors for express-run 

The constraints for RDT planning on sample size and duration of the durability tests as 

well as the cost associated with the test procedure "express-run" are listed in the Table 

6.10: 
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mm max 
duration 30 300 

sample size 0 10 
fixed costs (per test) $150,000 

variable costs (per kmile) $1,250 

Table 6.10 Constraints and Cost for Express-Run 

The direct application of the NLPs according to (6.1) or (6.2) would lead to the 

relationship between additional validation budget and LCL of system reliability as 

illustrated in Figure 6.3. Each curve in this figure represents a different number of units 

on test and shows the test cost versus the resulting reliability contribution for different 

test durations between the minimum and maximum constraints as defined above. 
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Figure 6.3 Relationship between LCL of system reliability and validation cost 
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There is a large increase in cost at the end of each line that represents the maximum test 

duration. If the respective reliability is not sufficient to meet the constraints, an additional 

unit will have to be put on test. An improved policy for such situations is recommended 

to account for the disproportionate influence of test duration for f3 > 1: 

• All units except one are put on the to the maximum possible test duration. 

• The duration of the remaining unit is used to fine-tune the LCL of system 

reliability . 

Figure 6.3 illustrates the curves for this policy for test optimization. This is illustrated 

even more clearly in the next Figure 6.4 that zooms into the diagram of Figure 6.3. The 

areas where a modified optimization policy increases the efficiency of the RDT program 

are shaded. 
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Figure 6.4 Advantage of modified optimization policy 
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The modifications to optimize according to the proposed policy are shown in NLP (6.5). 

This NLP is related to an optimization with respect to the LCL of system reliability and is 

based on NLP (6.1). 

A similar modification of the NLP to consider the improved optimization policy could 

also take place in three other situations: 

• optimization with respect to cost to achieve the required system reliability 

• optimization with respect to Bx -lifetime within validation budget constraints 

• optimization with respect to cost for a required Bx -lifetime 

The decision variables of the modified optimization problem considering the improved 

policy are: 

• duration of the planned tests according to test type k: tp k 

• sample size for the test according to test type k: Ip k 

• duration of one additional planned test according to test type k: tp* k 

• boolean variable to indicate if there is one additional planned test [ yes / no ] 

according to test type k that has a modified duration: Ip* k 

The parameters of the NLP are: 

• duration (i.e. reference for the statement on system reliability): to 

• confidence level: b 

• component Weibull shape parameter of component i: Pi 
• information about the finished reliability tests: 

test durations tF ij that indicate the relevant test time of test j for component i 

(remark: tF ij already considers acceleration factors AF F ij and the Boolean 

variable OF ij for indication if the test is obsolete or relevant for component i) 

• lower and upper limit for the test duration according to test type k: 

tP.min k and tp,max k 

• lower and upper limit for the sample size according to test type k: 

Ip,min k and Ip,max k 
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• calculatory speed to transform the duration of test k from a hourly base into a 

vehicle mileage equivalent: Vp k 

• acceleration factor of test k for component i: AF Pi k 

• fixed cost of one test according to test type k: Cf k 

• variable cost of test type k for one unit of test duration (time or mileage): Cv k 

• maximum validation budget for planned all tests: Cr nwx 

Where: 

a) calculation of the objective, RS;LCL;b, according to the first theorem (3.15). 

b) calculation of the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi according to (3.5) 

for all components i considering completed and future tests 

c) calculation ofthe total cost (variable and fixed costs) for all tests k 

d) constraint that the grand total cost of all test costs is within the budget 

e) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum duration 

f) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum sample size 

g) the sample size of all tests k are integer; there is either a single test of type k with 

different duration or not 

h) the reference time to, each acceleration factor AFij, the calculatory speed Vp k of 

each test k and all Wei bull parameters Pi must not be negative 

i) the confidence level b must be between 0% and 100% 

The NLP to determine the RDT plan with optimal system reliability according to the 

improved optimization policy is: 
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Maximize RS.LCL.b , , 

subject to 

a) RS;LCL;b (to) = Min 
[LJ TW'p1 

b I 

for i = 1, .. ,n 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

g) Ipk = [0;1;2;3; ..... ]; Ip*k = [0;1] for k = 1, .. ,mp 

(6.5) 

for i = 1, .. ,n ; for k = 1, .. ,mp 

i) O~b~1 
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As mentioned above the NLPs (6.2) to (6.4) for optimization with respect to other 

variables than LCL of system reliability could be modified in a similar way as in (6.1) to 

(6.5) with the introduction of Ip* k and tp* k. An optimization model with respect to 

validation cost based on (6.2) will be presented in Chapter 7.5 in an even more extended 

way that additionally considers the influence of customer usage in different segments. 

Unfortunately the drawback associated with this improved policy for RDT optimization 

is the additional complexity of the mixed-integer non-linear optimization problem. This 

can increase the solution time significantly. The reason for this is the fact that in parallel 

to each integer variable Ip k an additional Boolean variable Ip* k now has to be considered. 

Thus for large size RDT optimization problems with a large number of components and 

possible test procedures it is not recommended to apply this policy for the sake of 

processor time of the solver software (for example LINGO TM). 

All NLP (6.1) through (6.5) could also be combined with the NLP (5.1) from section 5.2 

to consider the fJ sensitivity. But this is not recommended since there is a very high 

additional complexity and therefore a significant increase in processing time. A 

compromise could be an approach that optimizes the RDT program first with fixed fJi 

assumed. Afterwards based on the optimization result a fJ sensitivity study is conducted to 

analyze the robustness of the solution concerning variations in fJ. Depending on the 

outcome of the fJ sensitivity study a second optimization run follows with adapted values 

for the fixed fJi. 
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6.8 Integration of RDT Optimization into the Reliability Growth 

Process 

As presented in Chapter 2.3, Reliability Growth is an iterative process for the validation 

of a product that starts after finishing the design. Prototypes are built and tested in an 

RDT program until failures occur. The root causes of these failures are identified and 

adequate countermeasures are implemented, either in the design or in subsequent 

processes like manufacturing or assembly. Updated parts are tested again in the RDT 

program until they fail again. The iterative process of testing, failing, analyzing and 

correcting goes on until the product has achieved its targeted reliability. This is illustrated 

in the left part of Figure 6.5. 
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The right hand side of Figure 7.1 shows a new approach that includes the optimization of 

the RDT Program using the NLPs introduced in Chapter 6. Building prototypes and 

testing within the RDT program is comparable to the classic approach with the exception 

that the RDT program is optimized prior to the start of the durability runs to make sure 

that it is efficient. Such an "optimization" is often made intuitively by the quality 

engineer and not as an optimization in a mathematical sense. The additional process steps 

are shaded in Figure 6.5. 

During testing the occurrence of failures cannot be avoided and their root causes have to 

be analyzed and adequate countermeasures have to be taken. As described in the RDT 

framework (see 3.2), after each issue during RDT and each implementation of a design 

change, there must be a decision per test and per component as to whether or not the 

accumulated test time should be treated as relevant or obsolete. Based on these decisions 

and potential updates in the constraints or targets of the validation the optimization of the 

RDT plan is updated. This is a new process step that can lead to a re-allocation of 

resources. But this step ensures that the further RDT program that will be conducted from 

this point on is still optimal also under the current boundary conditions. 
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7 CONSIDERING DIFFERENT CUSTOMER SEGMENTS AND 

THE RESPECTIVE LOAD FACTORS 

In the previous chapters of the dissertation there was a deterministic view on the loads or 

stresses on the system and its components. These loads or stresses were considered to be 

constant. The only variation in the lifetime of the technical system was assumed to be 

caused by the distribution in lifetime of the components. In reality the lifetime of systems 

can also be influenced by customer usage and the component stress level caused by the 

load cycle in the respective customer segment. Using such information allows for more 

accurate predictions on system and component reliability and lifetime compared to an 

approach that does not differentiate between the customer segments. 

7.1 Calculation of Cumulative Reliability Across Different Segments 

with Total Reliability 

In this section, a methodology for consideration of information about different customer 

segments and their usage will be presented. The share of each customer segment I in 

relation to the total production volume is denoted as St. 

Figure 7.1 gives a simple numerical example to show how information about the share of 

customer segments and the LCL of system reliability within the segments can be utilized 

to make statements on the system reliability across all customer segments. 
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Consideration of Different Customer Segments 

LCL for System Reliability o Segment A (75%) ~ Segment B (25%) 
• Segment A (SA = 75%) 

RS;SM A;LCL;b = 0.95 

• Segment B (SB = 25%) (SA+ SB = 100%) 

RS;SM B;LCL;b = 0.75 

• In Segment A not more than 
0.75 (1- 0.95) * 100 % = 3.75 % 
of all produced systems fail (LCL). 

• In Segment B not more than 
0.25 * (1-0.75) * 100 % = 6.25 % 
of all produced systems fail (LCL). 

• In total not more than 10% of all systems fail (LCL): 

RS;LCL;b = 0.90 = 1- SA *(1- RS;SM A;LCL;b)- SB * (1-RS;SM B;LCL;b) 

RS;LCL;b = SA RS;SMA;LCL;b + SB RS;SMB;LCL;b 

Figure 7.1 Example for the consideration of reliability of customer segments 

The simple example in Figure 7.1 shows that the cumulative reliability RAs of an item, 

which is utilized in lmax different customer segments, can be calculated with the reliability 

RSM / in each segment 1 and the respective share of the segment S/. The sum of the shares 

of all customer segments is equal to 1. The cumulative reliability RAS is 1 minus the 

percentage of systems failing in the field over all customer segments. 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 
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Cumulative reliability across different segments 

The cumulative reliability across different customer segments is the sum of reliabilities in 

the segments weighted with the share of the segments. This can be applied to reliability 

as well as to the LCL of reliability. The cumulative LCL of the reliability is 1 minus the 

expected overall percentage of failed system of the total production volume. 

In equation (7.1) the share SI can be understood as the reliability of certain specific items 

being utilized in the segment I. In this case the reliability RSM I is the conditional 

reliability of the item given that it is utilized in segment I. So equation (7.1) is basically 

an application of the rule of total probability20, as illustrated in equation (7.3) where P( B) 

is the cumulative reliability and the event P(B) is a failure in the field. The events 

El• E2• E3 • .... represent the belonging to the respective customer segment 1,2,3, ... 

The rule of total probability is given as: 

P(B)= P(B nE1 )* P(E1 )+ P(B nE2 )* P(E2 )+ P(B nE3 )* P(E3 )+ ... (7.3) 

(7.4) 

The equation (7.1) can not only be applied to probabilities like reliabilities but also to the 

LCLs of the respective reliability. So the LCL of cumulative reliability across all 

customer segments RAS;LCL;b is: 

lmax 

RAS;LCL;b = L (Sl * RSM l;LCL;b) 
1=1 

20 see Montgomery and Runger (2003) p.44 
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7.2 Calculating Reliability Considering Component Specific 

Stress Factors 

As described above the customer usage can have a significant influence on component 

and system reliability. Let dA I denote the annual mileage and to the reference time, for 

example the duration of the warranty period. The customer segment is indicated with the 

variable 1. The stress factors SFi I for each component i are representing the speed of 

cumulative damage per mile in segment 1 in comparison to the reference usage profile. 

The stress factors SFi I are related to the ALT acceleration factors AFij introduced in 3.3 

for the definition of the Weibull equivalent single test durations durationTWi . But SFi I is 

utilized to model the effects on reliability resulting from customer usage whereas AFij 

represents the acceleration resulting from a certain test procedure. 

The reliability of component i in customer segment 1 follows the Weibulllaw according 

to equation (2.10). The reliability after the time to is: 

Ril (to)= e 

_(to*d~*SF;t r 
(7.6) 

With the definitions above and equation (3.14) Rc i;SM I;LCL;b, the LCL of reliability of 

component i after time to in customer segment 1, yields to: 

(7.7) 

The respective LCL of system reliability in this customer segment 1 can be calculated by 

substituting (7.7) into equation (3.15): 
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Min 

7.3 Model for Cumulative Reliability Across Different 

Customer Segments 

(7.8) 

Combining the two equations (7.5) for the consideration of customer segments and (7.7) 

for the influence of stress factors the cumulative LCL of reliability of component i over 

all customer segments l (with l = 1 .. lmax) is Rc i;AS;LCL;b : 

[max 

RC i;AS;LCL;b (to) = L 
l=1 

(7.9) 

The LCL of cumulative reliability across different segments, as it was defined in section 

7.1, is the LCL of reliability (of the system or of a specific component) across all 

customer segments. 
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By using equation (3.15) the LCL of cumulative system reliability RS;AS;LCL;b over all 

segments is correspondingly: 

Zmax 
RS;AS;LCL;b(tO)= L 

Z=1 

Notation for (7.9) and (7.10): 

Sz * Min 

• customer segments: I (l = 1 .. lmax) 

(7.10) 

• share of the customer segment I in relation to the total production volume: SI 

• stress factor of the customer usage in segment I for component i: SFi I 

• annual mileage in customer segment I: dA I 

• reference time, for example warranty period: to 

• b LCL of the reliability of component i in customer segment I: Rc i;SM I; LCL; b 

• b LCL of the system reliability in customer segment I: RS;SM I; LCL; b 

• annual mileage in customer segment I: dA I 

7.4 Example for Consideration of Customer Usage Specific Stress 

Factors 

This example is also based on the context of the previously introduced example for RDT 

of an exhaust gas afiertreatment system. Table 7.1 includes the durations of the 

completed test multiplied by the component specific acceleration factors. For tests with 

damages that have caused the implementation of countermeasures, the test duration for 

the respective components was set to O. 
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The system contains the following well known components: 

• housing with focus on mechanical failures 

• housing with focus on corrosion 

• particulate filter system 

• DeNOx-System including the SCR-catalsyst 

• electronics 

The reliability statement is related to an operation time of to = 3 years which for example 

could represent the warranty period. With an annual mileage of 130 kmiles the total 

mileage within the period to = 3 years is 390 kmiles. 

The b= 0.1 LCL of system reliability at time to = 3 years is RS.LCL;b = 79.43% with the 

particulate filter being the limiting component. The LCLs of reliability of the other 

components for time to are also given in Table 7.1. These LCLs of the reliabilities of the 

system and components are computed according to equations (3.14) and (3.15). 
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A ltd T t TO ccumua e es tme ( 'fi ALT t t 'd d) conrrponentspecIIc - ac ors are conSI ere 
... 

~ .~ ~ ~ bel .::l bel§ I 
~ ... .s ... ~ ~ ~ 
~ -.§ ."l:! ~ ~ ~ .... ~ .... Ii::! .... "" :::s ~ ~ ~ ~ 
:::s ~ ~ ~ ""..::: "" Q ~ :::s ~ :::s ... 'f~ "" "" ~ - ~ :::s Q ... ~ ~ ~ ~ - e Q ~ 

~ ~ 
"" ..::: ~ ..::: Q Ii::! 
~ I:l, ~ I:l, ~ 

effective mileage (per component) 

1 hydropuls test kmiles 0 0 0 0 0 -
2 spray test kmiles 0 2250 0 750 750 -
3 hydropuls test kmiles 750 0 0 0 0 -
4 hydropuls test kmiles 750 0 0 0 0 -

5 spray test kmiles 750 225 0 750 750 -
6 customer testing kmiles 200 200 0 200 200 -
7 alternating load kmiles 0 0 600 0 600 -
8 spray test kmiles 750 225 750 750 750 -
9 WHTCcycle kmiles 0 150 0 450 300 -
10 corrosion test kmiles 0 750 0 0 0 -

11 city cycle kmiles 100 300 300 300 200 -
12 rough road test kmiles 0 21 21 21 21 -
13 city cycle kmiles 100 300 300 300 200 -
14 express-run kmiles 200 200 300 300 200 -
15 WHTCcycle kmiles 0 150 450 450 300 -

16 express-run kmiles 200 200 300 300 200 -
17 customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 -
18 customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 -
19 customer testing kmiles 200 200 200 200 200 -

S t IYs em 1m f orma 100 
Weibull Parameter p 1.5 2.0 I 1.8 I 1.3 I 1.0 I -

Annual Mileage kmiles 130 in reference vehicle drive fycle 
Years to 3 Warranty Period 

Total Mileage kmiles 390 within the Warranty Period 
Con! Level b - 0.10 

LCL for S stem I Com ooeot Reliabilit 
TWi 

Table 7.1 ALT results 

In reality not all systems are operated in the same way as assumed in the reference cycle. 

In this example, there are 5 major customer segments to which this system is applied. 

Table 7.2 lists the customer segments including their share and annual mileages. The 

"long haul" segment has the overall highest share with 40% and was therefore chosen as 

reference cycle. 
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Customer annual mileage Market Share 
Segment (kmiles) 

Long Haul 130 40% 

Pickup Heavy 80 15% 

Urban 60 10% 

Pickup Light 40 15% 

Construction 40 20% 

Table 7.2 Customer segments, their annual mileage and market share 

There is a big difference in how the trucks are typically operated in the different customer 

segments and therefore differences in the stress the respective components are exposed 

to. The differences in the drive cycle characteristics can be observed based on the 

following attributes: 

• vehicle weight and loading: average and frequency distribution 

• speed (engine/vehicle): average and frequency distribution 

• engine torque (engine/vehicle): average and frequency distribution 

• engine dynamic: number of accelerations per hour or per mile 

• number of engine stops (per hour or per mile) 

• percentage of idling time in relation to the total operation time 

• exhaust gas temperature: average and frequency distribution 

• ambient conditions like altitude, temperature, humidity 

• contact with corrosive media 

• mechanical load by road conditions 

• application of engine brake: average and frequency distribution 

The following Table 7.3 lists the effective stress factors for all components in every 

customer segment related to the vehicle miles. The stress factor of the long haul segment 

is 1.0 for all components. This means that the reference drive cycle of the system reflects 

exactly this customer segment which also has the highest market share. 
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~ rI.l 

bIl .~ bIl8 - • CJ 

stress factors (mileage-based) = ~ e . .. 
= = = ... - ... 0 = ... = ... rI.l = ~ ~ Q 

per component rI.l.c rI.l Q 
CJ - Z - ... = CJ s t ... - rI.l -Q ~ 1:= ~ ~ CJ 

per customer segment .c e .c 8 = ~ rI.l ~ -c. ~ 

Long Haul 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Pickup Heavy 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Urban 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 

Pickup Light 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 

Construction 4.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 

Table 7.3 Stress Factors for each component in all customer segments 

Based on the given stress factors, the LCLs of the component reliability in each customer 

segment can be calculated according to equation (7.7). The lowest of these LCLs of 

component reliability for a certain customer segment is also the LCL of system reliability 

in the respective segment according to equation (3.15). 

These values for the LCL of system reliability in each customer segment are given in the 

rightmost column of Table 7.4. For each segment the limiting component for the system 

reliability is marked with a shading of the respective matrix element. For example for the 

segment "construction" the LCL of system reliability for the warranty period of to = 3 

years is 78.71 % with the mechanic part of the housing being limiting. This is related to 

the strong mechanical stress in construction vehicle resulting from the severe road 

conditions. Whereas for the "urban" segment, the LCL of system reliability is only 

66.43% with the particulate tilter being limiting. The reason for this is the high stress on 

the particulate filter in urban drive cycles with low exhaust temperature resulting in 

difficulties for soot control. 
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Long Haul 

Pickup Heavy 

Urban 

Pickup Light 

Construction 

LCL for comp.!system 
reliability across all 
customer segments 

market 
share 

annual 
mileage 
fkmiles1 

40% 
130 
15% 
80 

10% 

60 
15% 
40 

20% 
40 

Oll .~ 
= = ... tIS 
"".c: = r.J C ~ 
.c: e 

83.92% 94.50% 79.63% 84.81% 83.77% 79.63% 

91.88% 95.29% 90.93% 91.61% 89.68% 89.68% 

85.60% 95.29% 66.43% 77.76% 92.15% 66.43% 

91.88% 97.88% 82.11% 86.20% 94.70% 82.11% 

78.71% 95.29% 90.93% 86.20% 94.70% 78.71% 

85.43% 95.36% 82.64% 85.61% 89.32% 80.00% 

Table 7.4 Cumulative LCL of component and system reliability 

Using equation (7.9) for each component the cumulative LCL of reliability, considering 

the share of the customer segments, can be calculated. The values of these cumulative 

LCLs of component reliability are given in the lowermost line of the matrix. For example 

the cumulative reliability particulate filter is 82.64%. 

0.40*79.63% +0.15 * 90.93% + 0.10* 66.43% +0.15 * 82.11% +0.20 * 90.93% = 82.64% 

The cumulative LCL of system reliability can be calculated with equation (7.10) by 

summing up the LCLs of system reliability in each customer segment weighted with the 

share of the segment. The cumulative LCL of system reliability for the warranty period 

to =3 years in this example yields to exactly 80.00%. 

0.40*79.63% +0.15* 89.68% +0.10*66.43% +0.15* 82.11% +0.20*78.71% = 80.00% 
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7.5 Integration of Customer Segment Consideration into 

RDT Optimization 

The models for the consideration of customer segments according to equation (7.9) and 

(7.10) can be combined with the optimization models for the RDT program. This of 

course adds complexity and can generate solution time difficulties. 

There are many possible variations of such an extended optimization model. An example 

is given here: 

• optimize the validation cost (minimize) 

• meet a certain target for LCL of system reliability within each customer segment 

• meet also a target for LCL of cumulative system reliability across all customer 

segments 

• application of the improved optimization policy that allows for different test 

durations for the same test type as introduced in NLP (6.5) 

The optimization model with respect to cost according to NLP of (6.2) including 

extensions like in NLP (6.5) are combined with the constraints of (7.9) and (7.10) as well 

as with the parameters from Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 for the consideration of customer 

segment specific stress factors. 

The decision variables of this complex modified optimization problem are: 

• duration of the planned tests according to test type k: tp k 

• sample size for the test according to test type k: ip k 

• duration of an additional planned test according to test type k: tp* k 

• Boolean variable that indicates if one of the additional planned tests according to 

test type k has a modified duration: lp* k 
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The parameters of the NLP are: 

• duration, for example the warranty period: to 

• confidence level: b 

• component Weibull shape parameter of component i: Pi 
• information about the finished reliability tests: 

test durations t F i j that indicate the relevant test time of test j for component i 

(remark: tF ij already considers acceleration factors AF F ij and the Boolean 

variable OF ij for indication if the test is obsolete or relevant for component i) 

• lower and upper bound for the test duration according to test type k: 

tP,min k and tp,max k 

• lower and upper bound for the sample size according to test type k: lp,min k and 

lp,maxk 

• calculatory speed to transform the duration of test k from a hourly base into a 

vehicle mileage equivalent: Vp k 

• acceleration factor of test k for component i: AF Pi k 

• fixed cost of one test according to test type k: Cf k 

• variable cost of test type k for one unit of test duration (time or mileage): Cv k 

• minimum cumulative LCL of system reliability across all customer segments 

RS;AS;LCL;b;min 

• minimum LCL of system reliability in customer segment I RS;SM I;LCL;b;min 

• annual mileage in customer segment I dA I 

• share of the customer segment I in relation to the total production volume Sl 

• stress factor SFi I of the customer usage in segment I for component i 

The following NLP (7.11) allows determining the RDT plan with optimal system 

reliability according to the improved optimization policy considering alilmax customer 

segments: 
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Minimize Ct 

subject to 

( (to*Sfjl*~AI'fi 1 
TWA 

a) RS;SMI;LCL;b=Min b I for 1= 1, .. , I max 

i 

b) RS;SM I;LCL;b ;::: RS;SM I;LCL;b;min for I = 1, .. ,lmax 

[max 

c) RS;AS;LCL;b = I (Rs;SM I;LCL;b * S/) ;::: RS;AS;LCL;b;min 
1=1 

d) TW/i = I7:1tFijPi + I;:Jlp k * ~Pk * vPk * AFpik)Pi] 

+ I;:1(lp*k *tp*k *VPk * AFpik)Pi fori=l, .. ,n 

for k =l, .. ,mp 

for k = 1, .. ,mp 

i) I Pk = [0;1;2;3; ..... ]; I P*k = [0;1] fork=l, .. ,mp 

for i =l, .. ,n; for k =l, .. ,mp 

k) O~b~l 
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Where: 

a) calculation of the LCL for system reliability in all customer segments I, 

RS;SM i;LCL;b, according to (7.8). 

b) the LCL for the system reliability in customer segment I, RS;SM i;LCL;b, have to be 

higher than a lower bound 

c) calculation of the LCL for system reliability across all customer segments, 

RS;AS;LCL;b, according to (7.10). It has to be higher than a lower bound, 

RS;AS;LCL;b;min. 

d) calculation of the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi according to (3.5) 

for all components i considering completed and future tests 

e) calculation of the total cost (variable and fixed costs) for all tests k 

f) calculation of the objective, the grand total cost of all tests 

g) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum duration 

h) all tests k meet the constraints on minimum and maximum sample size 

i) the sample size of all tests k are integer; there is either a single test of type k with 

different duration or not. 

j) the reference time to, each acceleration factor AFij , the calculatory speed Vp k of 

each test k and all Weibull parameters Pi must not be negative 

k) the confidence level b must be between 0% and 100% 

The optimization models (6.1) and (6.3) trough (6.5) could be extended in a similar way 

as has happened here for model (6.2). As already mentioned for model (6.5) the 

additional aspects increase the complexity significantly and can make the solution of the 

mixed-integer NLP within finite computer time nearly impossible. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Overview 

The focus of this dissertation is on LCL of reliability of serial systems with Weibull 

components when the reliability demonstration testing (RDT) is conducted with zero 

failures. Methods for the calculation of LCL of reliability for Weibull have existed so far 

only for single items but not for systems. The usual methods for the parameter estimation 

of the underlying reliability functions like maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) or mean 

squares estimator (MSE) cannot be applied if the test data contains no failures. 

Based on literature review as well as on additional research work, a fIrst theorem for the 

LCL of system reliability of systems with Weibull components is formulated. It can be 

applied if testing is conducted with zero failures even if the Weibull shape parameters for 

components in the system are different. It also allows for different test durations the 

components were exposed to within the course of RDT. This could be a result from 

accelerated life testing (AL T) with different component specifIc acceleration factors. A 

second theorem for LCL of Bx - lifetime, derived from the fIrst theorem, has been 

formulated as well. Both theorems were mathematically proven for the general case of n 

components. 

The proven theorem is integrated into a model to analyze the sensitivity of the estimation 

of the Weibull shape parameter /3. This model is also applicable if the Weibull parameter 

is subject to either total uncertainty or to uncertainty within a defIned range. 
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Furthermore the two proven theorems can be utilized as the core of RDT optimization 

models. These models ensure efficient RDT plans which means that the validation targets 

are achieved at the lowest possible cost. The optimization can be conducted with respect 

to different objectives such as reliability, Bx -lifetime or validation cost. The necessary 

information on test cost or the possible range of test durations must be defined in a test 

procedure database. 

The integration of the RDT optimization models mentioned before into the reliability 

growth process assures that the conducted RDT plan is still optimal and efficient even 

when boundary conditions have meanwhile changed such as test specific cost or failures 

that occurred. The necessary adaptations to the reliability growth process are presented in 

this work. 

An enhanced methodology for the consideration of information about the customer 

segments including component specific stress levels for each segment is also presented. 

This methodology can be combined with the optimization models for RDT plans 

mentioned before. 

The respective optimization models are mixed-integer and highly non-linear and 

therefore very difficult to solve. Within this research work the software package 

LINGO™ was utilized to solve the models. The application of all optimization models is 

illustrated with examples. 
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8.2 Contributions to the Body of Knowledge 

This dissertation has added a framework to the body of knowledge that consists of 

methods for calculation of the LCL of reliability as well as of models for optimizing RDT 

plans. This framework can be applied to serial systems whose components follow a 

Weibulllifetime distribution when the RDT testing was conducted with zero failures. So 

far comparable models and methods did only exist for single items but not for systems. 

The main contributions are as follows: 

• Introduction and proof of a new methodology to calculate the LCL of system 

reliability of a system with Weibull components that was tested with zero failures. 

This methodology is easy to apply since it uses only simple mathematical 

operations. 

• Derivation of a method for the calculation of the LCL of Bx -lifetime (of a 

system with Weibull components that was tested with zero failures) based on the 

method for LCL of system reliability. 

• Presentation of an optimization model to account for the uncertainty of the 

estimation of the component Weibull parameters Pi when the LCL of system 

reliability is calculated. 

• Introduction of different optimization models to optimize RDT programs. The 

optimization can either take place with respect to system reliability, Bx -lifetime 

or validation cost. 

• A proposal of how to integrate the RDT optimization models within the reliability 

growth process to continuously review the RDT plan with respect to efficiency 

and achievement of the validation targets. 

• Introduction of a model to consider customer segment specific load factors on 

each component of the system when LCL of system reliability in the entire 

population as well as in each customer segment is calculated. 

• All models and methods are illustrated with examples. 
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8.3 Areas for Further Study 

Future research in this interesting area of LCL of reliability of system with Weibull 

components could investigate how the framework has to be enhanced if failures during 

RDT are allowed. Such a methodology would for example support decisions if 

countermeasures should be implemented at all, especially when a failure occurs late in 

the RDT and there are only few tests remaining to validate the modification. 

Another interesting area of research in the context of this dissertation could be systems 

whose components have ith lifetime distribution functions other than Weibulllike for 

example lognormal. To better fit the reliability model to the failure characteristics of the 

real technical system, a combination of different component lifetime distributions would 

be helpful. 

The optimization models presented here are difficult to solve since they are based on very 

complex NLPs. The discontinuous minimum operation in combination with nonlinearity 

and integer constraints can lead to very long solution time with universal solver software 

packages. In many situations a close to optimal RDT plan would be sufficient if the 

solution time could be reduced significantly. Thus research in less time consuming 

optimization algorithms, for example genetic algorithms, could add a lot of value to this 

framework for LCL of reliability. 
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APPENDIX 1 - THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 

The Weibull Distribution 

The WeibulJ distribution is widely used for reliability modeling. It has two parameters P and e and 
allows to fit to various shapes of real world failure distributions. For P =1 the Weibull distribution 
is identical with the exponential distribution; in this case the fa ilure rate is constant. Values of 
P < 1 lead to a decreasing failure rate and P > I respectivly to an increasing failure rate. 

Reliability Function 
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Figure Al. I Diagrams of the Weibull distribution (Reliability, CDF, pdf) 
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APPENDIX 2 - CHI-SQUARE FUNCT. (FOR F = 2 ) 

xi; f is the right side bth-percentile of the chi-square distribution with! degrees of 

freedom. The chi-square-function is defined as followS21
: 

00 00 

b = fg(x) dx = f 1 * xU /2}-1 * e -x/2 dx 
2 2 2 f / 2 * r(f /2) 

Xb;f Xb;f 

(0 < b < 1 ;f = 1, 2,3, .... ) 

With the gamma function ([5] p. 131): 

00 

r(r)= fx r
-

1
e-

x dx forr>O 

o 
For! = 2 degrees of freedom: 

r(f/2)=r(J)= jxoe-x dx= je-x dx=-[e-x]~ =1 
o 0 

Substituting (App.2.3) into (App. 2.1): 

00 00 00 

b= fg(x)dx= fg(x)dx= f 1 * )1}-1 *e-x/2 dx 
2 2 2 2* r(J) 

Xb;f Xb;2 Xb;2 

b = j !..e -x/2 dx = - [e -X/2]00 2 = e -XE..2/2 
2 2 Xb;2 

Xb;2 

zE;2 = -2lnb = 2In(J/b) 

21 see: Montgomery and Runger (2003) p. 262 
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APPENDIX 3 - RELIABILITY OF A SYSTEM WITH N IDENTICAL 

COMPONENTS 

A system with n identical component each with Wei bull parameter f3 was tested in m tests 

each with test time tT. 

What is the b = 0.10 LCL of reliability of the system RS;LCL;b at time to ? 

I System View 

According to (3.5) the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWs for the system is: 

TWs = ~tf * m = tT * I![;;; (App.3.l) 

The b = 0.10 LCL of reliability of the system RS;LCL;b at time to is (see (3.7)): 

(App.3.2) 

For b=0.10 in(b) yields to -2.3026. Plugged into (App.3.2): 

(ttn:~(b)) (tt !~.30)] 
RS;LCL;b(tO) = e S = e S (App.3.3) 
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II Component View 

In each test n components were tested. Therefore, the Weibull equivalent single test 

duration TW Comp for the components is: 

(App.3.4) 

The b = 0.10 LCL of reliability of each of the components RLCL;b;comp at time to is: 

The system consists of n identical components in a serial configuration. 

The system reliability is: 

(App.3.5) 

RS·LCL-b(tO)=RLnCL.b. (to) = " , ,comp 

_[tt ln~/b)l 
TWsys 

e (App.3.6) 

Both views yield the same LCL of the system reliability as shown in (App.3.3) and 

(App.3.6). 
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III Determination of System LCL According to the Proposed Theorem 

The n components were exposed to TWi during RDT and no failure occurred. 

TWs is equal to TWi for all components. 

Each individual component has a LCL of reliability according to: 

The lowest of these reliability values is the equal to the LCL of system reliability 

RS;LCL;b(tO) according to equation (3.15). 

In this example all component LCL RLCL.b,i are identical (assumption of identical 

components). The LCL of system reliability yields: 

(App.3.lO) 

Approach III yield the same LCL of system reliability as calculated in (App.3.3). 
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APPENDIX 4 - LCL OF RELIABILITY OF 

SINGLE WEIBULL ITEMS WITH ZERO FAILURES 

The lower confidence limit for the reliability of single items that are tested with zero 

failures according to equation (3.9) is: 

(App.4.l) 

This can be derived as follows: 

Let Ra denote the actual reliability of the item and (Ja the respective scale parameter. The 

item follows the Weibulllaw the according to equation (2.11). So the respective 

reliability at time to yields: 

e 
-(:.f 

(App.4.2) 

The probability of zero failure occurring during the entire RDT program with m tests is: 

( 
t . )fl 

Pr( 0 failures) = fi: e - :. 
j=i 

mi t . )fl (TW )fl -I ~ --
=e j= Ba = e Ba =e 

Bfl 
a (App.4.3) 

To prove (App.4.l) it has to be shown that the probability of zero failure occurring, or a 

type II error respectively, is less than b if the actual reliability is less or equal than RLCL.b: 
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__ TW_P ! 
eP 

Pr(Ofailures}=e a ~ b 

with 0 ~ b ~ 1; to, ea, TW, fJ > 0 

Equation (AppA.5) can be transformed in the following way: 

Substituting (AppA.6) into equation (AppAA): 

1W/3 

_ 1W /3 [1W]/3 , 
e of = e In (J/byl/3 ~ b 

TW /3 *In(J/b) ! 

e TW f3 = e1n(b) = b < b 

It is obvious that the inequality (App.4.7) is true for all 0 ~ b ~ 1. 

This means that equation (App.4.1) is mathematically proven. 
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(AppA.6) 
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If the Weibull formula of (2.10) is applied to (App.4.1) the b LCL of the Weibull scale 

parameter fhcL;b can be calculated: 

Taking the log on both sides and solving the equation for 8LCL;b results in: 

B = TW 
LCL;b (/ VIP in 1 b) . 

The Bx - lifetime of a Weibull item is defined as22
: 

Bx = () * [1- _X_]1/fJ 
100% 

Substituting equation (App.4.8) into (App.4.9) leads to: 

[
X ]l/P 

liP TW* 1---
B = B * [1- X] = 100% 

X;LCL;b X;LCL;b 100% in (J/b)lIP 

22 see equation (2.15) in chapter 2.1 
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APPENDIX 5 - ON LCL OF SYSTEM RELIABILITY WHEN 

FAILURES HAVE OCCURRED IN RDT 

Summary 

In addition to the framework explained in detail for zero failures occurring in RDT, it was 

investigated whether a similar approach is also possible when there are failures in RDT. 

A similar approach in this context means that it was especially analyzed if the LCL of 

system reliability is also equal to the lowest LCL of component reliability when there 

were failures occurring during RDT. 

The outcome of this investigation is: 

When there are failures occurring in RDT, the lowest LCL of component reliability 

is not an adequate expression for the LCL of system reliability. 

LCL for Component Reliability with Failures in RDT 

The test data in this context including some failures can be classified as "multiply 

censored data" since the number of failures is a random variable (which would not be the 

case for type II censoring) and the length of the testing is not necessarily pre-defined at 

the beginning of the testing (as it would be for the case of type I censoring). If there is a 

failure of one component, then the testing of the entire system will be stopped for the 

entire system independently from the initially planned test duration. For more details on 

censored data, see section 2.5.1. 
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The starting point is the set of equations (2.32) and (2.33) in Chapter 2.5.2 for the b LCL 

of the Wei bull scale parameter BLCL;b and the b LCL of reliability RLcL;b. Although these 

equations were originally dedicated to single items, they will be applied here to 

components of a system. By substituting the number of failures Tj that occurred during 

RDT on component i and the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi into these 

equations, the b LCL of the component Weibull scale parameter Bc i;LCL;b and the b LCL 

of component reliability Rc i;LCL;b is found to be: 

BC i;LCL;b (App.5.1) 
X;'2r:+2 , I 

RC i;LCL;b (to) 
( J

Pi 

- Be i .~eL 'b 
e " (App.5.2) 

According to the definition of LCL, the probability of observing ri or less failures during 

the entire RDT program will be lower than b if the actual value of component reliability 

is equal to RCi;LCL;b (see Chapter 4.1). 

Let Ba;c i be the actual value ofthe component Weibull scale parameter. The probability 

that ri or less failures occur during RDT is Pri. Substituting both into (App.5.1) leads to: 

[ 

R. J11 Pi 2*TW/,1 
l 

Ba ·C i = 
, ~ri;2'i+2 

(App.5.3) 

Solving equation (App.5.3) for pri requires the utilization of tables for the 

t -distribution or the respective t -functions in mathematical software packages like 

LINGO™ or EXCEL since there is no mathematical way to calculate pri directly. 
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A Potential LCL of System Reliability based on the LCLs of Component Reliability 

As discussed in Chapter 3.3, we assume a serial system consisting of n Weibull 

components, each with shape parameter /k Its components are exposed to different tests 

that can be summarized per component in the Weibull equivalent single test duration TWi 

(see definitions in equations (3.4) or (3.5)). During ROT r; failures are occurring on each 

component i. It is now investigated according to the first theorem (see equation (3.15) in 

Chapter 3.3), whether the b LCL of system reliability RS;LCL;b is also equal to the lowest 

one of the LCLs for component reliability (remark: the outcome of the investigation was 

negative). 

? 

RS ;LCL;b (to) = Min RC i;LCL;b (to) = Min (App.5.4) 

Per definition of the LCL, the probability of observing ri or less failures on all n 

components should be less or equal than b if the actual reliability of the serial system 

with Weibull components is less or equal to the LCL of system reliability. 

This means that the actual system reliability is higher than the LCL of system reliability 

if the probability of observing ri or less failures is equal to b: 

! n 

TIPri = b with Pri ~ b for all i (App.5.5) 
i=1 

n ( )Pi -L ~ 
e i=l () a;i 

! 

~ RS;LCL;b(tO) 
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~ Min (App.5.6) 

The "lifetime ratio" LR, that brings test duration into a relation with the reference 

duration to, was already introduced in Chapter 2.5.2. Here LR is applied to the Weibull 

equivalent single test duration TWi• Utilizing this approach, it is possible to even further 

simplify the expression above with the introduction of Yi as follows: 

Let Yi be: with Yi >0. Substituting this into (App.5.6): 

-± (~ri ;2'1+
2 J 

i=l 1i 
e ~ Min (App.5.7) 

Taking the log on both sides and multiplying by -1 leads to the following expression: 

n 

I1Pri = b (App.5.8) 
i=1 

It is not possible to solve this expression mathematically since there will be no direct 

solution if there are failures and thus the degree of freedom of the ;( -distribution is higher 

than 2. So this will be further investigated with the help of Monte Carlo analyses if the 

expression is true in all cases. 
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The potential theorem (App.S.4) can be proven if the expression (App.S.8) is a correct 

statement for all cases when the following variables are within their defined ranges: 

• Yi > 0 

• 0 < Pri < 1 

• n = 0,1,2, ... 

MCS Analysis to Prove the Potential LCL of System Reliability 

To investigate whether the expression in (App.S.8) is a valid statement for the entire 

definition range of the variables, a Monte Carlos Simulation (MCS) with recursive 

random number generation was conducted. The calculation was done with LINGO™. 

The parameters of the MCS were as follows: 

• 100 repetitions 

• 2 ~ n ~ 10 components 

• 0 ~ ri ~ 10 failures on component i 

• 1 ~ Yi ~ 100 as a representation of the testing duration related to to 

• 0.005 ~ pri ~ 0.99 

• recursive random number generation with LINGO™ 

In 47 of the 100 repetitions of the MCS the in-equation of (App.S.8) was not fulfilled, i.e. 

the sum on the left side of the in-equation was higher than the potential LCL. This means 

that only in roughly the half of the investigated cases the actual system reliability was 

higher than the potential b LCL of the system reliability given the case that the 

probability of ri or less failures on all components is exactly b. This is also illustrated in 

Figure AS.I: All repetitions that lead to a negative "term" are violating the mentioned 

in-equation and are marked as bold. The repetitions in white are meeting the in-equation. 
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MCS - LCL of Reliability RDT wI Failures in RDT 

8 
MCS to Prove In-Equation (App.5.8) 

6 t:} .-'- __ L -100 repetitions 

o -Tenn = margin to meet following in-equation (App.S.8): 

-4 
• Term violated (47 MCS runs) 

-6 1 
~- o Term fulfilled (53 MCS runs) 
I 
I 

-8 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Min [R Ci;LCL ] 

Figure A5.1 MCS result: the potential LCL of system reliability is not adequate 

The consequence of this result of the MCS is: 

When there are failures occurring in RDT, the lowest LCL of component reliability 

is not the LCL of system reliability. 

For the zero failure case ( Iri = 0 ) a MCS analyses with even 50,000 repetitions was 

conducted. Not a single case was observed, where the in-equation (App.5.8) has been 

violated. This is not surprising since the statement for the LCL of system reliability was 

even proved mathematically in Chapter 4. 
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Consequences for the LCL of System Reliability with Failures During RDT 

It is obvious that the expression (App.5.8) is not adequate. The components, that are not 

the limiting on in this expression but still have failures, are not considered to the required 

content when the LCL of system reliability is determined. 

In order to get a more conservative expression for the LCL of system reliability in the 

case of failures during RDT, a correction factor CF (with CF ~ 1 ) has to be introduced. 

This correction factor reduces the LCL of system reliability dependent on the following 

arguments: 

• ri - the number of failures observed on each component (i = 1, .. ,n) 

• Yi - representing the extent of testing in relation to the duration to for each 

component (i = 1, .. ,n ) 

• b - the confidence level 

The determination of the correction factor is not considered to be part of this dissertation 

since it is focused on RDT with zero failures. This is subject to future research. 
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APPENDIX 6 - APPLIED COMPUTER SYSTEM 

TO SOLVE OPTIMIZATIONS 

Utilized Optimization Software Package 

LINGO™ 13 (13.0.2.10) from LINDO® Systems Inc., Chicago IL 

PC Operating System 

Windows 7 Home Premium (German Version) 

PC Hardware 

Medion Akoya E7214 

32 bit 

RAM 3.00 GByte 

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 CPU M350 2.2712.26 GHz 

(Notebook with 2010 Hardware) 
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APPENDIX 7 - LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

ALT Accelerated Lifetime Test 

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function 

LCL Lower Confidence Limit 

LP Linear Program 

MCS Monte Carlo Simulation 

NLP Non-Linear Program 

pdf Probability Density Function 

RDT Reliability Demonstration Testing 
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